INTRODUCTION.
1. WHAT IS "BIDDING" IN BRIDGE.
BIDDING in Bridge can be likened to an art auction where two bidders
combine their financial resources to win an art piece. Only in Bridge
the sought after prize is the FINAL BID CONTRACT which specifies how
many tricks the partnership must take in order to receive their reward
in raw score. The equivalents of a partnership's financial resources
in Bridge are called HIGH CARD BID POINTS and SHAPE which are implied
in the bidding. A "BIDDING SYSTEM" is the encoded language (agreed upon
by two partners) that is embedded in the bidding process and which allows
one of the partners to communicate his trick taking ability (in terms of
high card point count & hand shape) to the other partner. The other
partner then identifies their combined trick taking ability for the
purposes of competng against the opponents in striving to arrive at a
final bid contract, which (if performed as they stipulated in the
bidding) offers them the maximum in score.
At this point, we must be sure the reader has some preliminary knowledge
about the game. Specifically, the reader should know:
1) the ranking values of the 4 suits (Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, & Spades)
in ascending order,
2) what a "trick" is,
3) the construct of a bid,
4) that increasing bonus points are awarded for higher bid levels that
are sucessfully bid and made.
2. TWO DIFFERENT SYSTEMS MAKE FOR MUCH CONFUSION.
The novice player should be informed that this system I recommend is a
hybrid bidding system that combines the best of the Classical Standard
American Bidding System & the best of the Neo-Classical Standard American
System.
The CLASSICAL system is that originally developed by Goren & based upon
predefined high card point levels in increments of 3. An IMMEDIATE 1NT
opening was 16-18 pts, an IMMEDIATE 2NT was 22-24 points, & an IMMEDIATE
3NT opening was 25-27 points. The 19-21 point balanced hand was a DELAYED
no-trump opening achieved by opening in a minor at the 1-level & then
jumping in no-trump. An opening in any suit at the 2-level was construed
to be a big hand of 25+ points with a 5-card suit, 23 points with 6-card
suit, or 21 points with a 7-card suit.
Then came along the NEO-CLASSICAL System which made the opening 2D, 2H, &
2S bids preemptive bids, leaving 2C the only strong opening bid starting
at 22 points or higher. This was accompanied by the redefinition of the 2NT
bid to be 20-21 points & the 1NT opening to be 15-17 points, leaving this
2 point SLIVER gap of 18-19 points for balanced hands. And herein is where
all of the troubles in bidding begin, leaving no clear definition as to how
to even respond to a 2C opening with the end result being a
guess-&-by-gollie approach to any really big hand system.
The novice player has enough problems to worry about without having to
recognize and sort out the inconsistencies and short-comings of the
two competing systems, not to mention the myriad of conventions that
have ensued. It is my intent here to put an end to this
feeble-mindedness & provide a complete, concise & reasonable bidding
system with as much consistency in logic as possible.

THE GOREN METHOD OF HAND EVALUATION.
Before the 1950's each player evaluated his hand holding for the purposes
of bidding in terms of Culberson "QUICK TRICKS" which are defined to be the
card or cards that are gauranteed to take a trick in a suit. Aces are
considered 1 sure trick. Kings are 1/2 of a sure trick. An ace with a king
is 2 quick tricks.
Aces & kings are also called "CONTROLS" or
"FEATURES".
1. Counting Points.
Then came along Charles Goren to refine the method of hand evaluation
to form the basis of what is today's STANDARD AMERICAN BIDDING SYSTEM.
One of the most important things that Charles Goren did was to assign
quantitative values to the high cards in each suit. His High Card Point
(HCP) count evaluation is: Aces = 4, Kings = 3, Queens = 2, Jacks = 1.
Thus, there are 40 high card points in all, and the bidding defines
roughly how many of these 40 points each player has. Goren went on to
break up this 40 point range into 3 point BRACKETS (point ranges) going
up to 24 points and 4 point BRACKETS from 25 to 40 points, ie, 0-3, 4-6,
7-9, 10-12, 13-15,16-18, 19-21, 22-24, 25-28, 29-32, 33-36, & 37-40.
To further elaborate & give some logical explanation for these point
count ranges, we consider the single hand that has all of the kings,
queens, & jacks in the deck, but without any aces.
Example:

Clubs KQJ Diamonds KQJ
Hearts KQJ
Spades KQJX
Notice that the combination of QJ is equal to a K, ie,
3 points. Also notice that the total point count is 24
points. With 4 aces out, is this hand guaranteed to make
a game contract of 3NT? The answer depends upon the value
of the unidentified 13th card, as well as the opponents'
distribution. If that card is less than the 10 spot, the
answer is definitely "no". But if that card is a 10 spot,
then the answer could be yes. Therefore, the 10 spot is
worth at least 1/2 point, & the total rounded up value of
the hand becomes 25 points, ie, enough for a 3-level game
contract in the absence of unfavorable distribution.

Example:

Clubs KQJ Diamonds KQJ
Hearts KQJ
Spades KQJ10
But what about a game contract at the 4-level? Obviously
we need to have an ace instead of the 10-spot. From this
we can conclude that 25-28 points will most likely make a
game contract at either the 3-level or the 4-level, but
definitely not the 5-level.

Example:

Clubs AKQJ Diamonds KQJ
Hearts KQJ
Spades KQJ
In the above hand, it could be possible that one of the
opponents has a long suit with sufficient entries to
defeat a no-trump game contract. So there is no guarantee
in no-trump, but it is a good bet. The question now
becomes, can we make a 5-level contract with 28 points?
The answer is "no". For a 5-level contract, we need to
add another ace to replace the lower valued cards. From
this we can conclude that 29 points are needed for a
5-level game contract.

Example:

Clubs AKQJ Diamonds AKQ Hearts KQJ
Spades KQJ
With the above hand, a 5-level bid in no-trump is
guaranteed, regardless of distribution. It should now be
obvious that for each level up from here, we need an
additional ace. This means that a 6-level contract requires
a minimum of 33 points ( 29 + 4), & a 7-level contract
requires a minimum of 37 points (29 + 4 + 4).

Based upon his point count system and its relationship to the ability to
take tricks, Goren then proceeded to define the bidding sequences
designed for partners to convey their high card point holdings. It is
reasonable to say that if a partnership has more than half of the
40 high card points between them, then they will take more than
half of the 13 tricks.
Example: If one partner has 13 points & the other has 10 points, then
between them they have 23 points which is better than half of
the 40 total points. Therefore, they should be able to take
more tricks than the opponents. Goren specified that a hand
containing at least 13 High Card Points(HCP) should be
the first hand to "open the bidding", ie, the first hand to

make a bid starting with the dealer.
2. Hand Shape.
In addition to counting points, you should determine the "SHAPE" of your
hand, (ie, how many cards in each suit).
"SHAPE" is expressed in a manner such as 4-3-3-3 for example, thereby
depicting the distribution of cards among the suits and should always
total to 13 cards. In general, there are 7 kinds of hand shapes.
These are described as follows:
a. A BALANCED HAND is one in which there is no singleton or void.
These are 3 types within this category:
1] PERFECTLY BALANCED hands are 4-4-3-2 or 4-3-3-3.
2] FLAT-5 BALANCED hands are 5-3-3-2. They are further qualified as a
FLAT-5-MAJOR or FLAT-5-MINOR.
3] LIBERALIZED SEMI-BALANCED hands are somewhat lopsided, but have no
singletons or voids.
Example: 7-2-2-2.
b. An UNBALANCED HAND is one in which there is a singleton or void.
These are 4 types within this category:
1] 3-SUITED hands are 4-4-4-1 or 5-4-4-0.
2] 2-SUITED hands (aka PEER-SUITED) are normally 5+/5+.
3] COMPANION-SUITED hands are 5+ with exactly 4 in another suit.
The 4-card suit is said to be the "companion" of the longer suit.
Of particular importance is the observation of the suit lengths
relative to the longest suit. If the longest suit is higher in
rank than the 4-card suit, then the shape is "INVERTED".
An "INVERTED" hand shape will give rise to "NORMAL BIDDING".
If the longest suit is lower in rank than the 4-card suit, then
the shape is "NON-INVERTED". A "NON-INVERTED" hand shape gives
rise to "UP-THE-LINE or REVERSE BIDDING".
4] 1-SUITED hands are 6+ cards in only 1 suit without another 4+ card
suit.
Example: 6-3-3-1.
It should be noted that a 5-card suit cannot be a 1-SUITED
UNBALANCED hand.
Given these terms, we can identify specific shape as being 1-SUITED
UNBALANCE or 1-SUITED BALANCED or COMPANION-SUITED BALANCED or
COMPANION-SUITED UNBALANCED, etc. But it is not necessary to
qualify a 2-SUITER or 3-SUITER as being "balanced" or not, because that
is already understood. With respect to the FLAT-5, it is necessary to
identify it as being a "MAJOR" or "MINOR", because the two are bid
different from each other.

3. PUTTING POINTS & SHAPE TOGETHER.
With respect to bidding, the sequence (ie, order) in which you bid your
suits & the level to which you bid convey to your partner what your shape
is and your high card points.
a. BALANCED HANDS:
Given sufficient points, these hands are usually opened in no-trump.
However, in some point ranges it is necessary to DELAY & open in clubs
first followed by a bid in NO-TRUMP. STAYMAN & TRANSFERS apply.
1] With 25+ points, open 1C to DELAY then jump in NO-TRUMP.
(NOTE: This sequence replaces the meaning of the NEO-CLASSICAL
SLIVER BID showing an 18-19 POINT BALANCED HAND).
2] With 19 to 21 points, open an IMMEDIATE 2NT. (NOTE: This reverts
back the meaning from the NEO-CLASSICAL 20-21 points, to the
original CLASSICAL system point count bracket of 19-21.)
3] With 22 to 24 high card points, open 2C, then bid 2NT.
4] With 16 to 18 points, open 1NT.
5] with 13 to 15 points, open in your 5-card major if you have one.
Otherwise, open 1D if you have four or more diamonds.
Otherwise, open 1C even if it is only 2-cards long (ie, 4-4-3-2).
Do not jump on your second bid.
b. FLAT-5 BALANCED HANDS:
1] With 22-24 points, a FLAT-5 suited hand should be opened with 2C followed
by a 2NT bid. Systems should be on.
2] Given 19-21 points & a FLAT-5 suited hand, it can be opened with 2NT.
3] Given 16-18 points & a FLAT-5 MINOR, it can be opened with 1NT.
But with 16-18 points & a FLAT-5-MAJOR, it should be opened in
the major followed by a jump to 2NT if partner bids at the 1-level
or 3NT if partner bids a new suit at the 2-level.
4] Of course with 13-15 points and a FLAT-5 suited hand should be oprened
in the suit at the 1-level with no subsequent jump or reverse rebids.
c. UNBALANCED HANDS & LONG-SUITED SEMI-BALANCED HANDS:
In the absence of having all suits stopped, the objective with
these hands is to find an agreeable trump suit-fit with partner.
1] With 19+ points or more, such a hand should be opened with 2C.
2] With 16 to 18 points, open at the 1 level in your highest
ranking 5-card suit, with plans to jump in your original
suit or jump shift to a lower ranking suit, or reverse bid
to a higher suit at the next level up.
3] With 13 to 15 points, open as you would with 16 to 18 points,
only do not jump in your suit, or jump shift, or reverse bid.
4] With less than 12 points and if partner has passed, single
suited weak hands may be opened in a suit at the 2-level having
a 6-card suit (excluding 2C) or at the 3-level having a
7+ card suit. Do not open at the 4-level just because you have
an 8+ card suit. If partner has not passed, then do not open a
weak hand if you have a 4-card major.
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HAND SHAPES VS. HI-CARD POINTS

NOTES: a. WHEN AT THE TOP OF A RANGE, YOU CAN ADD AN E TRA POINT FOR 10'S & 9'S.
b. A MINIMUM REBID IS OPENERS 2ND BID THAT DOES NOT JUMP OR MAKE A
VOLUNTARY REVERSE SUIT SHIFT.
c. THE 1C, 2C, AND 2D OPENINGS ARE FORCING 1-ROUND.
d. ANY 2ND ROUND OPENER JUMP OR REVERSE SHOWS 16-18 POINTS.
OPENING BIDDING.
HAND SHAPE

--------------- POINT COUNT -------------------------------------------->
0-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25+

1. BALANCED.
4,4,3,2
4,3,3,3

DO NOT OPEN --->

OPEN 1C OR
1D.THEN
MAKE A
MINIMUM
REBID.

OPEN 1NT.
THEN PASS
IF NOT
FORCED
TO BID.

2. SEMI-BALANCED.
5,3,3,2

DO NOT OPEN --->

OPEN WITH
YOUR 5 CARD
SUIT AT
1-LEVEL.
THEN MAKE
MINIMUM
REBID.

WITH 5 CARD
MAJOR SUIT,
OPEN IT AT
1-LEVEL,
THEN JUMP
IN NO TRUMP.
WITH 5 CARD
MINOR SUIT,
OPEN 1NT.

3. 3-SUITED.
4,4,4,1
5,4,4,0

DO NOT OPEN --->

WITH 5 CARD
SUIT, OPEN
IT FIRST.
WITH NO 5
CARD SUIT,
OPEN 1C.
IN EITHER
CASE, MAKE
MINIMUM
REBID.

4. 2-SUITED.
5+,5+

DO NOT OPEN --->

OPEN WITH
THE HIGHEST
RANKING SUIT,
IGNORING

OPEN 2NT.
THEN PASS
IF NOT
FORCED
TO BID.
V

OPEN 2C.
THEN BID
2NT.
SYSTEMS
ON.

OPEN 1C.
THEN MAKE
AN UNUSUAL
REBID OR
ASK FOR ACES.

V

V

WITH 5 CARD OPEW 2D
SUIT, OPEN
MINI
IT FIRST,
ROMAN
THEN EITHER
JUMP IN LOWER
RANKING 4
CARD SUIT OR
REVERSE IN
HIGHER RANKING
4 CARD SUIT.

OPEN 2D
MINI
ROMAN.

V

OPEN WITH
OPEN 2C.
THE HIGHEST
RANKING SUIT,
IGNORING

OPEN 2C.
V

5. COMPANION SUITED. DO NOT OPEN --->
5,4,2,2
5,4,3,1
6,4,2,1
6,4,3,0

6. SINGLE SUITED.
6,3,2,2
6,3,3,1
7+,4-, ,

WITH
OPEN
SUIT
AT 2

5-11 PTS,
YOUR LONG
PREMPTIVELY
OR 3 LEVEL.

LENGTHS.
THEN MAKE
MINIMUM
REBID IN
OTHER 5
CARD SUIT.
ON 3RD ROUND
REBID OTHER
O5 CARD SUIT.

LENGTHS,
THEN JUMP
REBID IN
OTHER 5
CARD SUIT.

OPEN 5+ CARD
SUIT AT
1-LEVEL.
THEN REBID
YOUR 6 CARD
SUIT WITHOUT
JUMPING, OR
BID YOUR 4
CARD SUIT
WITHOUT
REVERSING.

OPEN 5+ CARD
SUIT AT
1-LEVEL.
THEN JUMP
REBID YOUR
6 CARD SUIT,
OR JUMP IN
YOUR LOWER
RANKING 4
CARD SUIT,
OR REVERSE
BID YOUR
HIGHER
RANKING 4
CARD SUIT.

OPEN YOUR
LONG SUIT
AT 1 LEVEL.
THEN KEEP
REBIDDING
IT WITHOUT
JUMPING.

7. HYBRIDS/CROSS-OVERS.
5,4,3,1 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
6,4,3,0 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
6,3,3,1 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
7+,4, , MIGHT BE CONSIDERED COMPANION SUITED.
5,4,2,2 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED SEMI-BALANCED.
6,3,2,2 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED SEMI-BALANCED.

OPEN YOUR
LONG SUIT
AT 1 LEVEL.
THEN JUMP
REBID IT.

OPEN 2C.

OPEN 2C.
V

OPEN 2C.

OPEN 2C.
V

5. COMPANION SUITED. DO NOT OPEN --->
5,4,2,2
5,4,3,1
6,4,2,1
6,4,3,0

6. SINGLE SUITED.
6,3,2,2
6,3,3,1
7+,4-, ,

WITH
OPEN
SUIT
AT 2

5-11 PTS,
YOUR LONG
PREMPTIVELY
OR 3 LEVEL.

LENGTHS.
THEN MAKE
MINIMUM
REBID IN
OTHER 5
CARD SUIT.
ON 3RD ROUND
REBID OTHER
O5 CARD SUIT.

LENGTHS,
THEN JUMP
REBID IN
OTHER 5
CARD SUIT.

OPEN 5+ CARD
SUIT AT
1-LEVEL.
THEN REBID
YOUR 6 CARD
SUIT WITHOUT
JUMPING, OR
BID YOUR 4
CARD SUIT
WITHOUT
REVERSING.

OPEN 5+ CARD
SUIT AT
1-LEVEL.
THEN JUMP
REBID YOUR
6 CARD SUIT,
OR JUMP IN
YOUR LOWER
RANKING 4
CARD SUIT,
OR REVERSE
BID YOUR
HIGHER
RANKING 4
CARD SUIT.

OPEN YOUR
LONG SUIT
AT 1 LEVEL.
THEN KEEP
REBIDDING
IT WITHOUT
JUMPING.

7. HYBRIDS/CROSS-OVERS.
5,4,3,1 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
6,4,3,0 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
6,3,3,1 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED 3-SUITED.
7+,4, , MIGHT BE CONSIDERED COMPANION SUITED.
5,4,2,2 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED SEMI-BALANCED.
6,3,2,2 MIGHT BE CONSIDERED SEMI-BALANCED.

OPEN YOUR
LONG SUIT
AT 1 LEVEL.
THEN JUMP
REBID IT.

OPEN 2C.

OPEN 2C.
V

OPEN 2C.

OPEN 2C.
V

1C GAME FORCING
Traditionally, the 2C opening has been forcing and indicative of 22+ points
WITH NO UPPER LIMIT. The bidding that ensues is a nightmare, because responder
does not know how big opener's point count really is. Do they have game or slam
remains an unanswered question.
To solve this misery, I suggest that a 1C opening be FORCING. This not only
helps to eliminate the possibility of opener being stuck in a lousy 1C contract,
it allows for the opener's 2nd bid to be exorbitant well beyond the normal bidding
sequences to indicate a game in hand holding of 25+ points. Of course, since it is
a forcing bid, the responder's 1D bid is reserved for a complete bust of less than
6 points regardless of shape. The responder's 1D bid is also forcing upon the opener
bid VERY CONSERVATIVELY UP-THE-LINE and not exceeding a 2C rebid. The partnership will
pass once they have found a mutually acceptable suit at the 1-level or 1NT, unless
one of them has a 6-card suit he can bid at the 2-level after the 1D bust bid.
If responder has 6+ points, he must bid any lowest ranking 4-card major at the 1-level.
With 6-9 points, no 4-card major & no 6+ card minor, responder can bid 1NT.
With 6-9 points and no 4-card major, but with 6+ clubs responder can bid 3C iNVERTED.
With 6-9 points and no 4-card major, but with 6+ diamonds responder can bid 3D.
With 10+ points and a 4+ card club suit, responder can bid 2C INVERTED & FORCING 1 ROUND.
With 10+ points and a 4+ card diamond suit, responder can bid 2D/1C FORCING 1 ROUND.
(Note: This is not a WEAK JUMP SHIFT in diamonds, because responder would bid 1D first.)
With a 12-18 point hand, opener's rebid will be normal.
But if opener has a 25+ point game-in-hand, then his rebid will not be normal.
a. Over any responder immediate 2-level bid, opener can immediately ask for aces,
because responder is showing at least 10 points, enough for slam.
b. Over any responder bid showing 6-9 points, opener can bid game immediately
or he can double jump to force responder to bid.
Examples: 1C -> 3D -> 3NT -> pass
1C -> 1NT -> 3S FORCING
1C -> 1NT -> 3H FORCING
1C -> 1NT -> 3D FORCING
c. Over a
opener
But if
if not

1H or 1S response, and if opener does not agree with responder's suit,
can jump to 2NT (NOT 18-19 BALANCED), 3H or 3S FORCING.
opener does agree with the suit, he should probaably go asking for aces,
just raising the major suit to game.

d. Over a 1D response, opener can jump to 2NT (NOT 18-19 BALANCED), 3D, 3H, or 3S FORCING.
This allows the use of STAYMAN & JACOBY TRANSFERS, before arriving at a game contract.

2C RESPONSE.txt
THE 19+ POINT 2C OPENING & RESPONSES
The standard responses to a 2C opening are totally inadequate and
undefined. 2D Waiting and Steps are a waste. My 2C RESPONSE Convention
provides a more accurate and definitive way of arriving at the correct
contract.
Ever since it became the catch all for all previous 2-level suit
openings which were game forcing, the 2C opening has been seen as
forcing to game. But there is very little reason to continue this line
of thinking, because a much greater benefit can be achieved by
lowering the minimum point requirement from 22 points to 19 points.
In so doing, a much greater variety of bid possibilities are made
available in the 16 t0 18 point range.
No matter, the problem with the 2C opening has always been in the
responses to it. A partnership invariably finds itself flaying about
trying to find the correct contract without over bidding or under bidding.
So the intent here is to put to rest the frustrations arising from this
situation by providing some principles in considering a response system
as well as defining a specific set of bidding sequences after the 2C
opening.
First, let me enumerate some principles here.
1. A game contract in no-trump requires 25+ points.
2. The bidding system must be very judicious in not passing up a 3NT
contract.
3. The bidding sequences must be geared toward a specific end and kept
as low as possible.
4. A "CONTROL" is an ace or a king in a suit.
5. With 19 high card points, the 2C opener is bound to have at least 3 of
the 8 controls in aces and kings. Only if he has 11-12 points in queens
& jacks is it possible for him to have only 2 controls. But if that is
the case, then he should downgrade his hand to 18 high card points & not
open 2C.
6. Responder's first obligation is to tell opener his control count.
With 2 or more controls, responder should bid 2D. This wakes opener up
as to the inevitability of game and possibly slam.
Whether or not the partnership has controls in all suits remains unclear
to the opener. However, there is sufficient bidding room to ascertain
whether or not this is the case before passing up 3NT.
7. Responder, having less than 2 controls, must make a careful evaluation of
the "SHAPE" of his hand. There are generally four kinds of shape for the
purposes of responding to 2C:
a. 1-Suited consisting of 6+ cards in a single suit with no other 4-card
suit and having a singleton or void.
b. 2-Suited consisting of 5+ cards in one suit and 4+ cards in another
and having a singleton or void.
If one suit is only 4-cards long, then consideration must be given
with respect to it being higher (non-inverted) in rank or lower
(inverted) in rank than the long suit.
c. 3-Suited typically 4-4-4-1 or 5-4-4-0 and having a singleton or void.
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Balanced" has no singletons or voids & promises 2 cards in
Given that the strong opener may have a very long suit
would nice if responder acknowledged having at least 2-card
that suit.

The combination of responder's hand shape and high card points will dictate
his response(s).
8. When there is a lack of agreement upon a suit between a strong partner
and a very weak partner, then the best contract is in the weak partner's
long 6+ card suit if he has one and especially if he has a singleton or
void.
Now, let's look at the actual bidding sequences.
9. When responder comes back immediately with 2D, it is clear that they have
enough points to proceed to game. If opener has 5+ controls, it is clear
that they have all suits stopped & a no-trump contract is possible. But if
opener has less than 5 controls, then by opener bidding 2H/2D, it is
possible to slowly but surely identify where responder's controls
are and whether or not no-trump is possible. Over 2H, responder would make
the cheapest bid of the suit containing his first control. If responder
had only 2 controls in the same suit, then he would bid 2NT. And so the
bidding would continue up-the-line until opener can tell whether or
not they have all suits stopped.
10. And now we turn to the really hard situation, ie, when responder has less
than 2 controls. It should be made clear that under no conditions should
responder's 1st bid be 2NT.
I have provided 3 options to be used.
a. OPTION 1 provides the easiest bidding to understand & is based upon
the availability of my 1C FORCING OPENING, wherein it becomes possible
to open 1C FORCING if opener has a 25 + point hand. This in turn makes
it possible to bracket the 2C opener's hand to 19-24 points. And this
in turn makes it possible for responder to inquire into opener's exact
3 point bracket (19-21 or 22-24 pts) by bidding 2H. If opener has 19-21
points, his reply is 2S. If opener has a 22-24 point balanced hand,
his bid is 2NT, after which SYSTEMS are ON. If opener has a 22-24
point unbalanced hand, then his bid is at the 3-level. Thus, the responder
clearly becomes the captain.
If responder has 6 points, then he knows immediately that they are
going to game. This allows him to make an IMMEDIATE 3-LEVEL TRANSFER
bid if he has a 5+ card suit which would happen even if he kept the
bidding low to allow opener to bid 2NT. So no harm is done.
In addition, if responder wishes to transfer the opener to 2NT, then
responder should bid 2S. This prevents the responder from becoming the
declarer. Should responder wish to transfer opener to 3C, thne he must
do so by first bidding 2H followed by a bid of 2NT, assuming opener
has bid 2S showing 19-21 points. If opener bids 2NT (instead of 2S),
the SYSTEMS are ON. If opener bid 3 of a suit. Then there should be
no interest in no trump.
b. OPTIONs 2 or 3 should be used if not playing the 1C FORCING opening.
The first thing responder must identify is whether or not he has 6+
points. With less than 6 points & no 7+ card suit, he will bid 2H as a
RELAY, thereby making it possible for opener to bid 2NT in describing his
22-24 point balanced hand. If opener has 25+ points, he can do so by not
taking the RELAY. But if opener takes the relay to 2S, then responder can
"pass" if he has 6+ spades or bid 2NT.
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In addition, if responder has a weak hand less than
6 points, but if he has a compelling 7+ card suit, then he can make a
2S or 3-level transfer bid with the intent of passing. Again, if opener
has a 25+ point hand, then he can reject making the transfer.
If responder does have 6+ points, then he is at liberty to bid any suit
above 2H as a transfer bid. Opener would know that game is at hand. Again,
if opener has a 25+ point hand, then he can reject making the transfer.
If opener does make the transfer, then responder can further describe
his exact hand shape with his 2nd bid.
The difference between OPTION 2 & OPTION 3 as follows.
With OPTION 2, responder's 2S bid is a straight transfer to 3C.
But with OPTION 3, responder's 2S bid is a MINOR SUIT STAYMAN sequence
described as follows:
The 2C->2S MINOR SUIT STAYMAN (MSS) SEQUENCE.
MSS asks opener to indicate whether or not he has a 4-card minor suit.
It is useful for those cases in which responder has a 2-suited hand in
the minors and even in being able to show a 3-suited hand holding 2
suits in the minors & just one 4-card major suit.
Since MSS behaves as a transfer, it can be used to transfer to clubs.
Therefore, with 7+ clubs and no points, responder can bid 2S MSS.
If opener replies with 2NT (ie, no 4 card minor) then responder can
simply bid 3C. If opener replies 3D,then responder can still bail out
at 4C. Of course if opener comes back 3C, then responder can "PASS".
With 6+ points, after opener's reply responder can go on to show a new
non-inverted suit in addition to having 5+clubs.
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HYBRID 2D OPENING
A 2D opening can be a normal weak 2 bid showing 5-11 points with a 6-card suit.
Or it can be a strong 19-24 point 3-suited MINI-ROMAN hand.
With a 2D opening the responder does not know whether it is weak or strong.
a. RESPONDER WITH 14+ POINTS.
If responder has enough values to pursue game, he would bid 2NT forcing as usual.
With a weak hand opener will respond as usual, either bidding his outside features
at the 3-level, rebidding his suit without features or using OGUST.
But if opener has the MINI-ROMAN hand, he will bid 3NT from where responder
can pursue slam. Example: 2D -> 2NT -> 3NT
b. RESPONDER WITH LESS THAN 14 POINTS.
If responder has a hand with less than 13 points, he will bid 2H.
If opener has a weak 2D opening,, he will bid 2NT/2H, to which responder
will correct to 3D, all passing.
But if opener has a strong MINI-ROMAN hand, he will bid ONE SUIT UNDER his short suit.
In this case, the bidding is as follows:
1

Obviously if responder has 6-8 points & likes one of the opener's
indicated suits, then he can jump to game in that suit.
No interest in slam.
Example: 2D -> 2H -> 3H (short in spades) -> 4H. (Sign off)

2

If responder has 6-13 points (whether or not he likes any of opener's suits)
then he can bid the opener's short suit FORCING TO GAME.
If opener has 19-21 points, he can bid the next bid up.
If opener has 22-24 points, he can bid the second suit up.
Example: 2D -> 2H -> 3H (short in spades) -> 3S -> 3NT (19-21 points)
Example: 2D -> 2H -> 3H (short in spades) -> 3S -> 4C (22-24 points)

3

If responder has no controls or less than 6 points,
then he can pass if he like opener's 2nd bid
or responder can sign off by bidding one of the
opener's other 2 suits without jumping.
Example: 2D -> 2H -> 3H (short in spades) -> Pass
Example: 2D -> 2H -> 2S (short in clubs) -> 3D -> Pass

RECAP OF NO TRUMP OPENINGS & MINOR SUIT TRANSFERS.
The word "BALANCED" here means "PERFECTLY BALANCED"
With a BALANCED hand & 16-18 points, opener's bid is an IMMEDIATE 1NT.
With a BALANCED hand & 19-21 points, opener's bid is an IMMEDIATE 2NT.
With a BALANCED hand & 22-24 points, opener DELAYS by bidding
2C followed by a 2NT bid.
With a BALANCED hand & 25+ points, opener DELAYS by bidding
1C FORCING, then jumping in NO-TRUMP.
In all 4 -cases, both STAYMAN & JACOBY TRANSFERS are "SYSTEMS ON".
Furthermore, it is the responder who is always the captain when an
IMMEDIATE 1NT or 2NT is bid.
As a side note here, we must make clear what are the most desirable
suit fits or no fits with partner that produce the most desirable
contract results. When it comes to finding a fit with partner, you
should know that a 5-4 suit fit is better than a 4-4 fit, a 4-4 fit
is better than a no fit NO-TRUMP contract, and a NO-TRUMP contract
is quite often better than a 5-3 suit fit.
Returning now to the conventions used over openings in no-trump,
the JACOBY TRANSFER & STAYMAN responses are the two most basic
Standard American bidding conventions when partner opens in NO-TRUMP.
For those unacquainted with these sub-systems, I suggest you learn them
immediately, or else you're wasting your time (and every body elses).
So here is a quick run down.
1. JACOBY TRANSFERS:
The purpose of this convention is to find at least a 5-3 suit fit.
It guarantees that responder have at least a 5+ card suit.
The JACOBY TRANSFER is a demand that the opener bid the next
suit up from the responder's bid suit. Responder promises having a
5+ card suit and wants opener to be the declarer, thereby assuring
that the strong hand remains hidden during the play. At the same time,
it makes the responder's hand stronger when his longest suit is trump.
Most people play transfer bids to the major suits. But it makes even
more sense to enable transfers to all suits. The most common way is
for responder to bid 2S over 1NT to transfer to 3C & 3C over 1NT to
transfer opener to 3D. BUT THERE IS A PROBLEM IN TRANSFERRING
OPENER TO A MINOR AFTER BEGINNING WITH A 2NT OPENING. How would
you transfer to 4D OVER 2NT to allow opener to be declarer?
Answer, there is no way. You can't bid 4C, because that
is ace asking. And a 3S transfer to 4C, followed by a 4D bid
does not do it.
To answer this question, I have come up with a more consistent
transfer to the minors, regardless of 1NT or 2NT opening.
I call it ROLLING MINOR SUIT TRANSFERS,
AKA. A TRANSFER AFTER A RELAY/TRANSFER.
It requires the 2S over 1N & the 3S over 2N to be transfers to
diamonds, not clubs. For a club transfer, you must use this
double relay/transfer technique.
Examples: 2NT -> 3D (RELAY) -> 3H -> 3S (Transfer) -> 4C.
2NT -> 3S Transfer) -> 4D.
These minor suit (ROLLING) transfers give the ability to use the
same logic over 1N or 2N openings. So my way is the only way.

2. REGULAR STAYMAN OVER 1NT:
The purpose of Stayman is to find a contract with 4-4 fit in a major
suit which will usually result in a better score than NO-TRUMP.
After partner opens 1NT (or 2NT), 2C over 1NT (or 3C over 2NT)
is an artificial bid demanding opener to bid his lowest ranking
4+ card major & promises opener that he has exactly a 4-card major,
even if responder's other major is 5+ cards long. Note that
STAYMAN takes precedence over TRANSFERS. Of course responder
must have sufficient points (typically at least 7) to justify
forcing opener to bid again. If opener does not have a 4-card
major, then he must bid 2D over 2c (or 3D over 3C) to deny having
a 4-card major. Otherwise, opener will bid at the cheapest level
his lowest ranking 4-card major. If opener does not immediately
name responder's 4-card suit, responder will bid either 2NT or
3NT based upon his point count & telling opener he missed his
4-card suit & to try again to find the 4-4 fit if opener
has the unbid major.
3. DROP DEAD BIDDING REPLACED BY JACOBY TRANSFERS:
It used to be that if responder bid a suit over opener's bid,
that was a drop dead bid forcing opener to "pass".
Example: Opener 1NT -> Responder 2S -> Opener PASS.
But those drop dead bids have been replaced by TRANSFERS,
wherein responder forces opener to bid his suit & then passes.
Of course if responder has the values to carry on, then he is
still in charge to continue the bidding.
4. REGULAR (UNLIBERALIZED) GARBAGE STAYMAN OVER 1NT:
Suppose the responder to 1NT has a 3 suited hand with a void in clubs
and no points. It could be dangerous to leave opener in 1NT. Is it not
better to bid 2C STAYMAN and then pass. This is the purpose of GARBAGE
STAYMAN, ie to at least allow some entrys into the dummy in the absence
of any high card controls.
5. LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN OVER 1NT:
A partnership might agree to LIBERALIZE the holding of the responder
to the point having only 4-4 in the majors without having length in diamonds.
Since opener is bound to have at least 3 in one of the majors, a 4-3 fit
in one of the majors can be found if opener responds 2D/2C and responder
now bids 2H. Opener will recognize this as LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN
(NOT SMOLEN) and either pass or bid 2S to which responder will pass.
6. SMOLEN OVER 1NT:
A responder's SMOLEN hand is where responder has 5 of one major and 4 in
the other major with enough points to consider continued bidding toward game.
Because a 4-4 fit is preferred over a 5-3 fit, REGULAR STAYMAN is employed.
So, responder bids 2C over 1NT. If opener replies indicating 4-card major,
then there is an immediate suit fit in a major. But if opener replies 2D
as a denial of having a 4-card major, then responder might well consider
the possibility of at least having a 5-3 fit in his 5-card major. This is
where SMOLEN comes in. And it is most important than the partnership be clear
upon its use.
If the partnership agrees upon the use of INVITATIONAL SMOLEN OVER 1NT, THEN
THE PARTNERSHIP CANNOT PLAY LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN. The two are mutually
exclusive. After opener has bid 2D to responder's 2C, INVITATIONAL SMOLEN
allows the responder to then rebid his 4-card major AS A TRANSFER TO HIS
5-CARD MAJOR. Example: 1NT -> 2C -> 2D -> 2H (SMOLEN) demands opener to bid

2S. But 1NT -> 2C -> 2D -> 2S (SMOLEN) demands opener to bid 3H. So obviously
the system conflicts with LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN.
But suppose we remove the invitational aspect from SMOLEN and make it GAME
FORCING by requiring responder to bid 3H instead of 2H over 1NT -> 2C -> 2D.
We had no problem in requring opener to bid 3H by bidding 2S/2D. So why should
we have a problem requiring opener to bid 3S instead of 2S by bidding 3H/2D
instead bidding just 2H/2D. NOW WE CAN PLAY BOTH SMOLEN AND LIBERALIZED
GARBAGE STAYMAN.
7. REGULAR STAYMAN OVER 2NT OPENING:
There is a slight difference between opener's 1NT opening and his 2NT opening.
With a 1NT opening, opener has no 5-card major, because if he did, then he would
not open 1NT. But with a 2NT opening, opener might have a 5-card major, because
there is just no other option given his hand shape and high point count. Therefore,
with REGULAR STAYMAN the partnership might miss a 5-3 major fit, wherein opener
has a 5-card major and responder has 3-card support.
Example: 2NT -> 3C (reponder having 4 spades & 3 hearts) -> 3H (opener having
5 hearts and 2 spades).
So obviously an adjustment to REGULAR STAYMAN is needed.
8. PUPPET STAYMAN OVER 2NT OPENING:
PUPPET STAYMAN was created to allow opener to show his holding a 5-card major
as opposed to a 4-card major. But it has evolved into something way too complicated
for anyone to reason out. Therefore, I offer LOW LEVEL STAYMAN as an option.
9. LOW LEVEL STAYMAN OVER 2NT.
Instead of opener's 3D reply to 3C STAYMAN meaning opener denies having either major,
opener's 3D reply would only pertain to hearts, not spades.
Over a 2NT -> 3C sequence, opener replies are as follows:
a. With 5 hearts, bid 3NT
b. With 5 spades, bid 3S
c. With 4 hearts, bid 3H
d. Without 4+ hearts, opener bids 3D.
If responder then bids 3H, then he has 4 spades
and wants to know if opener has 4 spades.
If opener has 4 spades, he will bid 3S.
Otherwise, he will bid 3NT.
UNLIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN might still be played. In other words, no matter
what suit opener bids in reply to 3C, responder can pass, unless opener bids 3NT
indicating a 5-card heart suit, in which case responder must bid 4H.
What about LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN?
Because opener could have 5-3-3-2, then he must have at least 3-cards
in one of the majors. But given opener's 3D reply over 3C, followed
by responder's FORCING 3H bid indicating a 4-card spade suit, this
is obviously not LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN.
THEREFORE LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN IS OFF.
What about SMOLEN?
Again, because opener's 3D reply over 3C, followed by responder's 3H bid is FORCING
to show a 4-card spade suit, responder's 3H bid cannot be SMOLEN. But certainly
responder can bid 3S/3D as a transfer to 4H or 4H/3D to transfer to 4S.
SO SMOLEN CAN STILL BE ON. But there is a danger of only having a 7-card spade suit
with a 5-2 fit. This can be mitigated by responder promising 6+ spades.
10. OTHER SCENARIOS:

a. OPENER REFUSING A TRANSFER TO SHOW ONLY 2-CARD SUPPORT.
Suppose responder has a good hand with a 5+ card suit &
needs to know whether or not opener has 3+ card support
as opposed to only 2-card support without having to wait
opener's 2nd bid. Here is a perfect example:
Opener begins with 2NT. Responder having 12 points with
a 5-card spade suit & a singleton club issues a 3H TRANSFER
bid. Opener complies & bids 3S. But does opener have only
2 spades, or does he have more? Responder has good reason
to believe they have slam at 6S, BUT IT REALLY DEPENDS
UPON OPENER'S SPADE HOLDING. It is too early for responder
to ask for aces. And if responder bids 3NT, opener might pass.
Some might say to go ahead and bid 3NT & if opener corrects
to 4S, then proceed to ask for aces. But is there not another
answer?
Suppose opener could tell responder in 1st his reply to the
responder's transfer bid whether or not he has 3+ card
support as opposed to 2-card support. Suppose if he had
only 2-card support he did not take the transfer, but bid
no-trump instead. On the other hand, if opener did have
3+ card support, he would take the transfer. The problem
with this of course is what if responder really wanted to
do a drop dead transfer. Also, it might make it impossible
for responder to make the traditional invite at 2NT.
But these problems are not impossible to solve.
b. LOW LEVEL STAYMAN OVER 1NT:
Some folks will still open 1NT with a 5-card major and 15-18 points.
If they do then LOW LEVEL STAYMAN is preferable to either REGULAR
STAYMAN or PUPPET STAYMAN. Instead of opener's 2D reply to
2C STAYMAN meaning opener denies having either major, opener's
2D reply would only pertain to hearts, not spades.
What about UNLIBERALIZED & LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN?
Because opener might rebid 2NT with 5 hearts, REGULAR GARBAGE STAYMAN IS OFF.
Because opener could have 5-3-3-2, then he must have at least 3-cards
in one of the majors. But given opener's 2D reply over 2C, followed
by responder's FORCING 2H bid indicating a 4-card spade suit, this
is obviously not LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN.
THEREFORE LIBERALIZED GARBAGE STAYMAN IS OFF.
What about SMOLEN?
SMOLEN is a different story.
In response to opener's 2D reply over 2C, responder is not prevented from bidding 2S
to force opener to bid 3H, nor is responder prevented from bidding 3H to force
opener to bid 3S. Responder can still bid 2H in his attempt to find a 4-4 fit in spades.
Therefore SMOLEN IS ON.

SUMMARY OVERVIEW OF RESPONSES TO 1-LEVEL MAJOR SUIT OPENINGS.
REVERSE BERGEN & SPLINTERS.
Note: For opening in 3rd seat, refer to WEAK OPENINGS section.
As previously stated, if opener has a 5+ card suit, then he must begin
by opening with his highest ranking 5+ card suit, even though a lower
ranking suit might be even longer. This is because his 2nd bid will be
in the lower ranking suit, thereby not requiring responder to go to the
next level should he want to choose opener's first suit instead of
opener's 2nd suit. This is only common sense.
Should opener have no 5-card suit, then he must begin by bidding his
lowest ranking 4-card suit, thereby enabling the ability to find
a 4-4 suit fit without going to higher levels.
It has taken years for a complete responder system of raises of a major
suit opening to develop. Most beginning players learn immediately that
when opener begins with an opening in a major suit at the 1-level, then
it is okay to give a SIMPLE RAISE with 3+card support and 6-9 points, &
it is okay to give a "LIMIT RAISE" with 10-12 points and only 3-card
support. But we must ask, "Is having 4-card support not better than
only having 3-card support with the same number of points?". The answer
is "ABSOLUTELY YES".
1. IMMEDIATE GAME LIMIT RAISES. 13-15 POINTS, 4+ CARD SUPPORT, NO SHORTNESS.
This should be a no-brainer.
If partner opens in a major at the 1-level & you have 13-15 points with
4+ card support & no shortness if other suits, the most obvious thing
to do is to is to immediately bid your partner's suit at the 4-level.
If he has more than a normal opening hand, then he can take control as
captain & go on from there asking for controls.
2. IMMEDIATE SPLINTER BID RAISES. 13-15 POINTS, 4+ CARD SUPPORT, WITH SINGLETON/VOID.
At this point, you are probably wondering what is a SPLINTER RAISE BID?
What if we have 13-15 points with 4-card support?
And more importantly, what if we also have a singleton or void in
addition. Such a responder's hand is a very compelling hand to go
beyond mere game and on to a possible slam. The IMMEDIATE response
to show such a responder hand is called the SPLINTER BID. It is an
IMMEDIATE DOUBLE JUMP in the suit where responder is short. I leave
it to you to figure out the rest.
EXAMPLES:
1H
1s
1H
1S

-->
-->
-->
-->

RESPONDER
RESPONDER
RESPONDER
RESPONDER

3S
4H
4C
4D

3. IMMEDIATE REVERSE BERGEN RAISES (or simply "BERGEN"). 4+ CARD SUPPORT, 7-12 POINTS.
a. GENERAL RESPONSES TO 1H or 1S OPENING PROMISING 5+ CARD SUIT,
(WITHOUT OPPONENT INTERVENTION.)
Certainly, a 5-4 fit is vastly better than a 5-3 fit. Recognizing this
difference and developing a method to distinguish between only 3-card
support from 4+ card support has become a most important development in
the world of bidding at bridge. It was the bridge expert, Marty Bergen,
who developed this ability via his BERGEN MAJOR SUIT RAISE CONVENTION.
Leaving the method of traditional raises in tact for the most part,
Bergen's method of giving a raise showing 4+ card support entails an
immediate jump in a minor suit at the 3-level.
So, for example, a jump to 3C over an opening of 1S or 1H shows 4-card
support with 10-12 points. A jump to 3D shows 4+ card support with
6-9 points. It should be noted that this system is actually called
"REVERSE BERGEN", but it has a definite advantage in comparison to
"REGULAR BERGEN", because it allows opener to bid 3D over 3C to ascertain
the possible shortness of a MINI-SPLINTER.
EXAMPLES OF 4-CARD LIMIT RAISE (REGARDLESS OF 2/1):
1H -> RESPONDER 3C Shows 10-11 points.
1S -> RESPONDER 3D Shows 7-9 points.

I said that Bergen left the system of showing 3-card support in tact.
That is not quite true with respect to the 3-card LIMIT RAISE showing
10-12 points. The old 3-card LIMIT RAISE allowed the responder to jump
IMMEDIATELY in the opener's major at the 3-level. But Bergen said
"Wait a minute". "If I have a 9+ card trump suit (a 5-4 fit), then I can
use that suit to preempt when responder is really weak" with 4-6 points.
So what Bergen did was to say that an immediate responder jump to the 3-level
is a very weak response showing only 4-6 points with 4+ card support.
So what happened to the old 3-card LIMIT RAISE? Bergen said, give a simple
NEW SUIT FORCING first and then jump to the 3-level in opener's suit.
In other words, DELAY & then raise.
EXAMPLE OF A 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE NOT PLAYING 2/1:
1S -> RESPONDER 2C NEW SUIT FORCING 1 ROUND -> OPENER 2x -> RESPONDER 3S
or 1H -> RESPONDER 2D NEW SUIT FORCING 1 ROUND -> OPENER 2x -> RESPONDER 3H
EXAMPLE OF A 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE WHEN PLAYING 2/1 (NOT RECOMMENDED):
1S -> RESPONDER 1NT FORCING 1 ROUND -> OPENER 2D -> RESPONDER 3S
(Because 1S -> 2C is Game Forcing)
But what if contender intervenes with a SIMPLE OVERCALL? Suppose he gets
in responder's way of being able to give a delay bid in a minor at the
2-level? This is where BERGEN accompanied by the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY to 3C
comes in handy. Both are resistant to such interference.
Example: 1S -> RHO 2D -> RESPONDER 2NT LEBENSOHL -> OPENER 3C -> RESPONDER 3S.
b. COUNTERING OPPONENT TAKE-OUT DOUBLE & SIMPLE OVERCALL INTERFERENCE.
The TAKE-OUT DOUBLE does not really obstruct anything. But the SIMPLE
OVERCALL is different. A SIMPLE OVERCALL cannot go beyond 2H, leaving
bids available at the 2NT & 3-level. So the SIMPLE OVERCALL does not obstruct
the ability to use LEBENSOHL or BERGEN which means the overcall can be
completely ignored. But what about the DELAYED 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE? Does the
overcall obstruct that ability? The answer is "ONLY IF YOU ARE PLAYING A DELAY
BID OF 2C oR 2D.
Example: 1S -> RHO 2D

-> 3D. Is this BERGEN indicating 4+ card support or a
CUE BID that some might construe to be a 3-CARD
LIMIT RAISE?

The SOLUTION is to use another forcing bid to delay. I recommend using
the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY which forces opener to bid 3C after which responder
clarifies his holding & which cannot be interfered with by a SIMPLE OVERCALL.
After openers 3C reply, responder will then "pass" if he has a weak
4-9 point hand with long clubs. With a weak hand & long diamonds, responder
will bid 3D to which opener will "pass". If responder has a DELAYED 3-CARD
LIMIT RAISE of 10-12 points, he will bid opener's suit. Hence the opponent's
SIMPLE OVERCALL is defeated in its purpose.
Example: 1S -> RHO 2D -> RESPONDER 2NT LEBENSOHL -> OPENER 3C -> RESPONDER 3S
What if responder did not intend to raise partner's suit? What if he really
wanted to bid something else, but the opponent got in the way. Clearly, the
LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY allows responder to show a 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE & ALSO A
LONG MINOR SUIT. But what if responder wanted to show something else.In this
case, these other following tools are available.
1] Responder's "REDOUBLE"
Opponent's TAKE-oUT DOUBLE does not obstruct any continuing abilities.
Responder should not "REDOUBLE" unless he has 10+ points & no support
for opener. As a general rule, RESPONDER SHOULD NEVER "REDOUBLE" A BID
THAT HE LIKES, EVEN IF ON THE SURFACE IT APPEARS TO ENHANCE THE PARTNERSHIP'S
SCORE. DO NOT "REDOUBLE" A 1S -> "DOUBLE" BID IF YOU LIKE SPADES, because
opponents will not leave the "redouble" in. IT IS A WASTE OF TIME.
2] Responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
Opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL at the 1-LEVEL does not obstruct the ability
to make a normal MAJOR SUIT RAISE. Nor should it obstruct the ability
to show an unbid 4-card major with 6-9 points in BIDDING UP THE LINE
at the 1-level via a NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
Examples: 1C -> RHO 1S -> "DOUBLE" promises 4 hearts & 6+ points.
Opener can bail at 1NT or bid 2H if he has 4 hearts.
1D -> RHO 1H -> "DOUBLE" promises 4 spades & 6+ points.

But with an unbid 5+ card major & no other unbid 4-card major & 6+ points,
responder would simply bid it at the 1-level.
Example: 1C -> RHO 1H -> 1S promises 5+ spades, no 4-card heart suit &
6+ points.
But if responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE would force opener to bid at the 2-LEVEL,
then responder should have 10+ points.
Example: 1H -> RHO 2D

-> "DOUBLE" Responder should have 10+ points
& 4+ spades.

It should be noted that an overcall of partner's 1NT opening does not
require responder to have 10+ points in giving a NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
(See GLOSSARY Item 42 m - "NEGATIVE DOUBLE")
OBJECTIONS TO THE USE OF LEBENSOHL as a response might be when responder
wants to bid 2NT over opponent's simple overcall to show a protected
control & invites to 3NT. If both majors have been bid, then responder's
NEGATIVE DOUBLE could be used to replace what would otherwise be an
IMMEDIATE STANDARD 2NT response showing 10-12 points with a control in
opponent's major suit. But if opponent's overcall is in a minor at the
2-level, then the STANDARD NEGATIVE DOUBLE points to an unbid 4-card major
& possibly with no control in opponents suit. If we stipulate that
responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE of a 2-level suit bid requires 10+ points &
a control in opponent's suit & either a 4-card suit in the unbid
major regardless of high cards or at least a 3-card suit with a control in the
unbid major, then the responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE becomes a replacement
for what would otherwise be a STANDARD 2NT bid. No matter if opener began
with 1H or 1S, then he will have no problem bidding 2H or 2S with 4+ cards
in the unbid minor to which the responder can correct to 2NT if he has no
4-card heart suit.
2] Responder CUE BID. WESTERN CUE.
A CUE BID in opponent's suit is FORCING & shows 10+ points. It should always
mean YOU DO NOT HAVE THAT SUIT.
Many "expert" players use it to mean a limit raise for opener's suit.
But, given that opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL does not really obstruct the
BERGEN MAJOR SUIT RAISE bids or the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY, a CUE BID
must mean something else with respect to shape. More than likely it is
a WESTERN CUE which asks opener to bid NO-TRUMP is he has a control in
opponent's suit. No matter, there is no need for it to be indicative of
a RAISE or partner's suit as many are playing today.
4. IMMEDIATE 3NT PUDDING RAISES. 13-15 POINTS, 3-CARD SUPPORT, BALANCED HAND, NO 4-CARD MAJOR.
This is an immediate bid of 3NT. (Points & shape as described.)
If responder has a 13-15 point balanced hand with only 2-card support,
then he will give a DELAYED 3NT bid by first bidding 2C or 2D then jumping to 3NT.
5. LEBENSOHL DELAYED 3-CARD LIMIT RAISES. 10-12 POINTS, 3-CARD SUPPORT, NO 4-CARD MAJOR.
The LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY bid is an immediate responder bid of 2NT which demands that
opener bid 3C. Responder will then further describe his intent either by:
a. "PASS"ing, meaning he has a weak long club suit.
b. Bidding "3D", meaning he has a weak long diamond suit.
c. Bidding partner's major suit of "3H" or "3S", meaning he has 3-card support
with 10-12 points.
d. Bidding the opposite major at the 3-level, meaning he has a weak hand with
length in that opposite major.
e. Bidding "3NT", meaning he has 13-15 points, but only 2 cards in opener's major suit.
( See item #3 BERGEN RAISES above.)
6. IMMEDIATE SIMPLE RAISES. 6-9 POINTS, 3-CARD SUPPORT, NO 4-CARD MAJOR.
This is an immediate non-jump "simple" raise of pertner's suit to the 2-level.
(Points & shape as described.)
7. LONG MINOR RESPONSES TO AN OPENING IN A HIGHER RANKING 5+ CARD SUIT.

The first question is "Do we have 4+ card support for the opener?".
If the answer is "yes", then we must simply ignore our long minor
& immediately support partner's suit.
The second question is how many points do we have?
With 10+ points, there in no problem of bidding our minor suit at the
2-level which forces opener to bid again (NEW SUIT FORCCING).
With less than 6 points we should "pass".
So what should we do with 6-9 points? With a long minor it is very
tempting to give a WEAK JUMP SHIFT to the 3-level as a preempt.
But this requires more study.
The third question is "What if we have 3-card support?".
The answer to that must be, if partner opened in the BOSS SUIT, spades,
then raising partner's suit to 2S accomplishes the same preemptive
purpose as trying to preempt in our own minor. But if partner's suit
is hearts, then maybe we should do some more thinking.
The fourth question is "What is long?".
Well, first of all, a 5-card suit is NOT A LONG SUIT.
With 6-9 points and a 5-card minor, we should simply bid 1NT.
But 6 cards might seem to qualify as a long suit.
Assuming we have exactly a 6-card minor suit with 6-9 points & partner opens 1H
with us having only 3 hearts, then we get more "preemptive power" by jumping in
our own suit. No matter, it requires more study.
Certainly a 7-card suit with 6-9 points would qualify for a weak opening
at the 3-level. So why not just bid it at the 3-level, completely by-passing
the 2-level, ie, a weak jump shift.
Example: 1S -> 3C

or 1S -> 3D.

This WEAK JUMP SHIFT would be the normal preemptive type of response to make
were we not playing Bergen Raises. But use of the Bergen system removes this
possibility, because such bids are in support of opener's major suit.
So what should we do?
The answer is to use the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY which forces opener to bid 3C.
If we have clubs as our long suit, we can "pass". Otherwise we bid 3D to
which opener should "pass". so we seem to have an answer for 7-card suits.
But before we do this, we need to ask one more question.
What if opener has 18 points & responder has 8-9 points, thereby creating the
possibility of game? It should be up to the responder to mitigate this possibility.
If responder has only 6-7 points with poor quality of controls in his suit,
then there is little chance of having games. This would be good reason to make
a preemptive bid of the LEBENSOHL 2NT relay which will be left in 3C or 3D.
But if responder has 8-9 points with a good quality suit, then he would want to
avoid bidding LEBENSOHL. With 3-card support for opener's major, be it hearts
or spades, he is better off giving a SIMPLE RAISE. And if he does not have 3-card
support, but has a 7+ card minor, then he might just bid that minor at the 2-level
with the intent of bidding it again at the 3-level.
So hopefully, this answers all of the concerns of responder's long minor suit
with less than 10+ points.
8. WHAT IF RESPONDER HAS THE OTHER MAJOR?
One of the biggest mistakes novice players make is to compete in the bidding
against their partner, especially when it comes to describing their points or
having the other major. When partner opens in a major suit promising at least
a 5-card suit, the very first thing they should do is look to see if thay have
4-card support. If they do, they should abandon making any mention of their
other suit(s) and seek an immediate agreement with their partner's suit
(FAST ARRIVAL), thereby avoiding disclosing any more unnecessary information
to the opponents.
But what if you don't have such support for the opener? I have already
discussed the situation where you have a long minor with no good support
for opener. What if instead you have 4+ cards in the other major with only
3-card opener support or less? As a general rule, a 4-4 fit will usually yield
better result then a 5-3 fit. Therefore, the responder must consider the
possibility of opener also having 4-cards in the othe major. So how do we find
this more perfect fit? The answer depends upon the length of our other major,
our points, at what level can we afford to safely bid, & whether or not there
has been an intervening bid.

If the opener bid 1H & we have 4+ spades & there was no intervening bid,
then with 6+ points we can bid 1S forcing 1 round. If opener has 4 spades,
then he will raise the spades to the level appropriate to his point range.
If there was an intervening bid after opener, then we must either give a
"NEGATIVE DOUBLE" to show having only 4 spades, or bid 1S to show having
5 or more spades. If our left hand opponent (LHO) intervenes, opener
with 4 spades will raise the spades appropriate to his point range, ignoring
the intervening bids. But if opener has 3 spades, then he will give a
"SUPPORT DOUBLE" of the opponent's bid to show a such minimum amount of
support. And if opener has less than 3 spades, then he will either "pass",
rebid his hearts with 6+ hearts, or bid another suit depending on his points
& shape.
We now turn to the situation where partner opens 1S & we have 4+ hearts.
It is a little more complex, because now we might have to go to the 2-level
to bid which requires 10+ points. If there is no intervening bid & we have
6-9 points, we can still stay at the 1-level by bidding 1NT assuming we
do not have a "long" heart suit. But if we have a long heart suit with
6-9 points, then we might employ the LEBENSOHL 2NT bid (described above)
& then bid 3H after opener's required 3C bid. So this answers the problem
when we have not enough to give a forcing bid at the 2-level. But with
10+ points, we can afford to bid a new suit forcing at the 2-level. However,
that new suit must not be 2H unless we have 5+ cards in hearts. If there
is an intervening bid after opener, with only 4 hearts we can give a
NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
The matrix below adequately describes this system of major suit raises.
It should be noted that I have scratched the JACOBY 2NT RAISE which, if
properly played, should begin with a high card point count of 16+ points.
But because of the unlikelihood of a responder having a 16 point hand with
4+card support & no singletons, I have replaced meaning of the jump to 2NT
to be LEBENSOHL, indicating a weak hand with a 6+ card minors suit & no
support for the majors or a 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE.

IMMEDIATE RESPONSES TO MAJOR SUIT OPENING
OPENING 1H
IMMEDIATE RESPONSE
OPENING 1S
|
|
|----- NEW SUIT FORCING -> 1S
|
| 6+ PTS. FORCING. DENIES HAVING 4+ HEARTS.
|
| PROMISES 4+ SPADES.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 1NT <--------------------------|
| 6-9 PTS. DENIES HAVING 4+ OF EITHER MAJOR.
|
|
|
|-- NEW SUIT FORCING ----> 2C <---- NEW SUIT FORCING -----| --------------------| 10+ PTS. FORCING.
10+ PT. FORCING.
|
| DENIES HAVING 4 CARD MAJOR.
DENIES HAVING 4+ SPADES.| 2C & 2D frequently
|
| as delaying bids
|-- NEW SUIT FORCING ----> 2D <---- NEW SUIT FORCING -----|
| 10+ PTS. FORCING.
10+ PT. FORCING.
|
| DENIES HAVING 4 CARD MAJOR.
DENIES HAVING 4+ SPADES.|
|
| -------------------|-- SIMPLE RAISE --------> 2H <---- NEW SUIT FORCING -----|
|
6-9 PTS. 3-CARD SUPP.
10+ PTS. HAS 5+ HEARTS.
|
|
DENIES HAVING 4+ SPADES. |
|
|
|-- WEAK JUMP SHIFT -----> 2S <---- SIMPLE RAISE ---------|
|
4-6 PTS. 6+ CARD SUIT.
6-9 PTS. 3-CARD SUPP.
|
|
|---------------------|-- LEBENSOHL RELAY------> 2NT <--- LEBENSOHL RELAY ------|
|
7-9 PTS. FORCES OPENER TO BID 3C.
| Also used for
|
RESPONDER MIGHT HAVE:
| delaying bids.
|
LONG MINOR WITH 6-9 PTS.
|
|
3-CARD LIMIT RAISE WITH 10-12 PTS.
|
|
BALANCED HAND WITH 13-15 PTS. NO 3-CARD SUPP. |-------------------|
|
|-- BERGEN LIMIT RAISE --> 3C <---- BERGEN LIMIT RAISE ---|
|
10-12 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. FORCING.
|
|
|
|-- BERGEN SIMPLE RAISE -> 3D <---- BERGEN SIMPLE RAISE --|
|
7-9 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. FORCING.
|
|
|
|--BERGEN PREEMPT RAISE -> 3H
NOT DEFINED ----|
|
4-6 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP.
|
|
|
|-- SPLINTER RAISE ------> 3S <---- BERGEN PREEMPT RAISE -|
|
13-15 PTS. 4+ SUPP.
4-6 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. |
|
< 2 SPADES. FORCING.
|
|
|
|-- PUDDING RAISE -------> 3NT <--- PUDDING RAISE --------|
|
13-15 PTS. 3-CARD SUPP.
|
|
|
|-- SPLINTER RAISE ------> 4C <---- SPLINTER RAISE -------|
|
13-15 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. < 2 CLUBS. FORCING.
|
|
|
|-- SPLINTER RAISE ------> 4D <---- SPLINTER RAISE -------|
|
13-15 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. < 2 DIAMONDS. FORCING.
|
|
|
|-- GAME RAISE ----------> 4H <---- SPLINTER RAISE -------|
|
13-15 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP.
13-15 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. |
|
NO SHORT SUITS.
< 2 HEARTS. FORCING.
|
|
|
|
4S <---- GAME RAISE -----------|
|
13-15 PTS. 4+ CARD SUPP. |
|
NO SHORT SUITS.
|
NOTE: IF RESPONDER IS 2-SUITED IN THE MINORS WITH 7-9 POINTS,
HE CAN BID 2D FOLLOWED BY 3C.

MINOR SUIT OPENINGS & RESPONSES.
THE 5-CARD 1D OPENING & THE 1C FORCING OPENING
GENERAL COMMENT- ALL RESPONSES ARE CLASSIFIED AS:
1. "PASSING" = LESS THAN 4 POINTS.
2. "WEAK" = 4-6 POINTS.
3. "BARE/SIMPLE" = 7-9 POINTS.
4. "LIMIT RAISE/INVITATIONAL" = 10-12 POINTS.
5. "FORCING 1 RD" = 10+ POINTS.
6. "MAJOR GAME RAISE" = 13-15 POINTS.
7. "MINOR GAME INVITE" = 13-15 POINTS.
8. "MINOR GAME RAISE" = 16-18 POINTS.
9. "SLAM INVITE" = 16+ POINTS.
In this chapter I introduce the idea that a 1D open must promise at least a 5-card suit
to which responder can reply using REVERSE BERGEN-LIKE RAISES, just like responsponding
to a major suit opening.
I also introduce the use of a new responder immediate 2NT convention which is called
the LEBENSOHL RELAY which forces opener to bid 3C.
I also introduce the 1D/1C response as a bust bid of less than 6 points.
This gives rise to SUPER WEAK JUMP SHIFTS of 4-6 points with a 6-+ card suit, as opposed
to IMMEDIATE LIGHT JUMP SHIFTS of 6-9 points with a 6+ card suit.
1. OPENING 1D.
I advocate the requirement of at least a 5-card diamond suit to open 1D.
If responder has a bust hand, he can more safely "pass", as with a major
suit opening. Many people play 1D promises at least 4 cards in the suit,
while others play a "CONVENIENT MINOR" promising a 3-card suit which is
pretty risky if responder has zilch.
a. GENERAL RESPONSES TO 1D OPENING PROMISING 5+ CARD SUIT,
(WITHOUT OPPONENT INTERVENTION.)
1] With less than 3 points, responder should "pass"
2] With 4+ diamonds, no 4-card major or 5+ diamonds despite a 4-card major and:
a] 4-6 points, responder can preempt to 3D as a BERGEN PREEMPTIVE RAISE.
b] 7-9 points, responder can bid 2D SIMPLE RAISE.
(With only 3 diamonds, responder should bid 1NT or something else.)
c] 10-12 points, responder can bid a 2NT LEBENSOHL RELAY that requires opener
to bid 3C. Responder then bids 3D LIMIT RAISE.
d] 13+ points and no singleton/void, responder can bid 2C forcing, followed by 3D.
Note: Some may want this sequence to be 10-12 points with only 3-card support.)
e] 13-15 points and a singleton/void, responder can SPLINTER bid in his short suit.
1D -> 4C short in clubs
1D -> 3H short in hearts.
1D -> 3S short in spades.
3] The highest rankling 5+ card major must be bid over 1D regardless of any other
suit lengths.
1H/1D 4+ hearts with 6+ points.
1S/1D 4+ hearts with 6+ points.
2H/1D WEAK JUMP SHIFT with 4-6 points & 6+ hearts.
2S/1D WEAK JUMP SHIFT with 4-6 points & 6+ spades.
4] WITH EXACTLY A 4 CARD MAJOR and not 4+ diamonds & NO INTERFERENCE:
1H OR 1S FORCING UP-THE-LINE promises a 4+ card major & 6+ points.
All other bids (excluding raises in diamonds) tend to deny having a 4-card major.

However, with 4 of a major and a 7+ card club suit, it may be desirable to preempt
the bidding in the club suit, rather than seek 4-4 in a major.
5] WITH
1N
2C
2D

NO 4+CARD MAJOR & NO INTERFERENCE:
with 6-9 points, no 4+ card support in diamonds, & no 7+ card club suit.
NEW SUIT FORCING 1 ROUND with 10+ points.
SIMPLE RAISE WITH 6-9 POINTS & 4+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT.

2NT LEBENSOHL RESPONSE - Opener must always bid 3C.
Responder with 6-9 points & either a 6+ card club suit &
no 4-card diamond support or 10-12 points & 4+ card diamond support.
a] If responder has a long club suit, he will "pass" after opener bids 3C.
b] If responder has 10-12 points with 4+ card support, then he will bid 3D.
3C CLUB WEAK JUMP SHIFT WITH 8-9 points & no 4+ card diamond support.
3D BERGEN PREEMPTIVE RAISE with 4-6 points & 4+ card diamond support.
3H SPLINTER (short in hearts) with 4-card diamond support & 13-15 points.
3S SPLINTER (short in spades) with 4-card diamond support & 13-15 points.
3NT GAME RAISE BALANCED HAND with 13-15 points.
4C SPLINTER (short in clubs) with 4-card diamond support & 13-15 points.
4D 4-card diamond support with 16-18 points.
b. COUNTERING OPPONENT'S TAKE-OUT DOUBLE & SIMPLE OVERCALL INTERFERENCE.
With the exception of the SIMPLE RAISE of 2D/1D,
the opponent's intervention using the contender bids does not really
obstruct the ability to give immediate raises of partner's suit or to use
LEBENSOHL.
What if responder did not intend to raise partner's suit? What if he really
wanted to bid something else, but the opponent got in the way. In this case,
the following tools are available.
1] Responder "REDOUBLE"
Opponent's TAKE-OUT DOUBLE does not obstruct any continuing abilities.
Responder should not "REDOUBLE" unless he has 10+ points & no support
for opener.
2] Responder NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
Opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL at the 1-LEVEL does not obstruct the ability
to make an INVERTED MINOR RAISE. However, it can obstruct the ability
to show an unbid 4+ card major in BIDDING UP THE LINE at the 1-level.
Responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE of a 1-level overcall should say he has
at least 6 points with an unbid 4-card major. With an unbid 5+ card
major & no other 4-card major, responder will simply bid it at the
1-level if he can. If the overcall is 1NT or goes to the 2-level,
the same rules apply, but responder must have 10+ points.
3] Responder CUE BID. WESTERN CUE.
A CUE BID in opponent's suit is FORCING & shows 10+ points.
Given that opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL does not really obstruct the
normal INVERTED MINOR RAISE bids or the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY, a CUE BID
must mean something else with respect to shape. More than likely it is
a WESTERN CUE which asks opener to bid NO-TRUMP is he has a control in
opponent's suit. No matter, there is no need for it to be indicative of
a RAISE or partner's suit as many are playing today.
2. OPENING 1C.
Many people play the CONVENIENT MINOR meaning that 1C will never show less than 3 clubs.

And many people play the 4-card 1D opening making it possible for 1C to be a 2-card suit.
But the 5-card 1D opening makes it possible for the 1C opening to be a 1-card suit.
(Remember, I am advocating 5-CARD 1D openings.)
For the purposes of protecting the 1C opener, I have made the 1C bid a forcing
opening bid. Responder's 1D means that he has less than 6 points.
Any response other than 1D is positive showing at least 6 points.
The following recaps the diamond responses over 1C.
a. MITIGATING THE 1D BUST RESPONSE.
1C -> 1D
Means responder has a bust hand with less than 6 points.
It should be understood that unless he has a 25+ point hand, opener's points
are insignificant when responder bids 1D. Therefore, with only 13-18 points,
opener's 2nd bid must not exceed 2C over which responder is allowed to
give a SUPER-WEAK 2-LEVEL BID showing a 6+ card suit with 0-5 points.
If responder's 2nd bid is 2D, 2H, or 2S, then responder has a 6+ card suit
to which opener should "pass" .
1] If opener has a 4-card major, then he will bid it as normal up-the-line
at the 1-level.
Responder should bid as follows:
a] Over opener's 1H bid,
[1 If responder has 3+ hearts, then he should "pass".
[2 if responder has 4+ spades then he should bid 1S.
If opener has 3+ spades, then he should "pass".
If opener does not have 3+ spades, then:
[a If opener does not have a 6+ card club suit, then
he should bid 1NT to which responder
(without a 6+ card suit of his own) should "pass"
Or
[b If opener has 6+ cards in clubs, he should bid 2C to which responder
(without a 6+ card suit of his own) should "pass"
b] Over opener's 1S bid,
[1 If responder has 3+ spades, then he should "pass".
[2 if responder has no 6+ card suit, he should bid 1NT,
to which opener should "pass" unless he has a 6+ card
club suit upon which he should bid 2C to which responder
will "pass".
[3 If responder does have a 6+ card suit, then he can bid
it at the 2-level & opener should "pass"
2] If opener has no 4-card major, then:
a] With a 6+ card club suit, Opener should bid 2C & responder
should "pass"
b] With no 6-card club suit, opener should bid 1NT to which
responder should "pass", unless responder has a 6+ card suit,
in which case he can bid that suit at the 2-level & opener
should "pass".
b. POSITIVE BIDDING WITH DIAMONDS.
1C -> 2D
Means responder has 5+card diamond suit with 10+ points & forcing 1 round.
1C -> 2NT LEBENSOHL -> 3C -> 3D
Means responder has 10-12 points with a good 5+ card diamond suit and no 4-card major.
1C -> 3D Is a SPLINTER BID
Means responder has 13+ points with 8+ clubs, short in diamonds and is GAME FORCING.

Given that the 1C opening bid is a FORCING BID, it now becomes possible
for the opener to have a BIG BIG HAND OF 25+ POINTS & not worry about
being passed out by responder, because responder is forced to bid.
c. Other Responder Immediate Bids Over 1C Not Involving Diamonds.
(WITHOUT OPPONENT INTERVENTION.)
1] WITH A 4-CARD MAJOR:
1H OR 1S FORCING UP-THE-LINE promises a 4+ card major & 6+ points.
All other following bids deny having a 4+ card majo, unless responder preempts
with a 7+ card diamond suit.
2] WITH
1N
2C
2D
2H
2S
2NT

NO 4+CARD MAJOR:
with 6-9 points.
FORCING INVERTED MINOR RAISE with 10+ points.
NEW SUIT FORCING with 10+ points & a 5+ card suit.
LIGHT JUMP SHIFT with 6-9 points & a 6+ card suit.
LIGHT JUMP SHIFT with 6-9 points & a 6+ card suit.
LEBENSOHL
Responder has 6-7 points & 6+ clubs or 10-12 points & diamonds.
Forces opener to bid 3C.
With 6-7 points & a 6+ card club suit, responder should "PASS".
With 10-12 points & a 5+ card diamond suit, responder bids 3D.
3C INVERTED MINOR RAISE with 6+ card support & 8-9 points.
3D SPLINTER with 4-card support & 13-15 points.
3H SPLINTER with 4-card support & 13-15 points.
3S SPLINTER with 4-card support & 13-15 points.
3NT BALANCED HAND with 13-15 points.
4C 7+ clubs with 13-15 points.
5C 7+ clubs with 16-18 points.

d. How opener should bid when responder gives a positive response over
his 1C opening.
1] IF OPENER HAS A NORMAL 13-15 POINT HAND,
THEN OVER RESPONDER'S BID OF:
a] 1H promising a 4+ card heart suit with 6+ points.
Opener should:
[1 Bid 2H with a 4-card heart suit.
[2 Bid 1S with a 4-card spade suit.
[3 Bid 1NT with no 4-card major, 12-15 points & no 6-card club suit.
[4 Bid 2C with no 4-card major, 12-15 points & a 6+ card club suit.
b] 1S promising a 4+ card spades suit with 6+ points (unlimited).
Opener should:
[1 Bid 2S with a 4-card spade suit.
[2 Bid 1NT no 4-card major, 12-15 points & no 6-card club suit.
[3 Bid 2C with 12-15 points & a 6+ card club suit.
c] 1NT denies having a 4-card major & promises only 6-9 points
(limited). Opener should:
[1 Bid "PASS" with no 4-card major & no 6-card club suit.
[2 Bid 2C with a 6+ card club suit.
d] 2C. Opener should make a minimun 2nd bid. (No jumps,etc)
e] 2D. Opener should make a minimun 2nd bid, if not passing. (No jumps,etc)
f] 2H. If opener has 3-4 cards in hearts, a heart contract is desirable.
g] 2S. If opener has 3-4 cards in spades, a spade contract is desirable.
h] 2NT. Opener must bid 3C.
i] 3C. Opener should be cautious.

2] IF OPENER HAS AN INTERMEDIATE 16-18 POINT UNBALANCED HAND,
THEN OVER RESPONDER'S BID OF:
a] 1H. Opener should:
[1 Bid 3H with a 4-card heart suit.
[2 Bid 1S with a 4-card spade suit & then pursue possible game.
[3 Bid 2D REVERSE with no 4-card major & no 6-card club suit.
[4 Bid 3C with a 6+ card club suit.
b] 1S. Opener should:
[1 Bid 3S with a 4-card spade suit.
[2 Bid 2D REVERSE with no 6-card club suit.
[3 Bid 3C with a 6+ card club suit.
c] 1NT. Opener should:
[1 Bid 2NT with no 4-card major & no 6-card club suit.
[2 Bid 3C with a 6+ card club suit.
d] 2C. Opener should go for game.
e] 2D. Opener should be cautious.
f] 2H. If opener has 3-4 cards in hearts, a heart contract is desirable.
g] 2S. If opener has 3-4 cards in spades, a spade contract is desirable.
h] 2NT. Opener must bid 3C.
i] 3C. Opener should pursue a possible game.
f. COUNTERING OPPONENT TAKE-OUT DOUBLE & SIMPLE OVERCALL INTERFERENCE.
The opponent's intervention using these contender bids does not really
obstruct the ability to give immediate raises of partner's suit or to use
LEBENSOHL.
What if responder did not intend to raise partner's suit? What if he really
wanted to bid something else, but the opponent got in the way. In this case,
the following tools are available.
1]

Responder "REDOUBLE"
Opponent's TAKE-oUT DOUBLE does not obstruct any continuing abilities.
Responder should not "REDOUBLE" unless he has 10+ points & no support
for opener.

2]

Responder NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
Opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL at the 1-LEVEL does not obstruct the ability
to make an INVERTED MINOR RAISE. However, it can obstruct the ability
to show an unbid 4+ card major in BIDDING UP THE LINE at the 1-level.
Responder's NEGATIVE DOUBLE of a 1-level overcall should say he has
at least 6 points with an unbid 4-card major. With an unbid 5+ card
major & no other 4-card major, responder will simply bid it at the
1-level if he can. If the overcall is 1NT or goes to the 2-level,
the same rules apply, but responder must have 10+ points.

3]

Responder CUE BID. WESTERN CUE.
A CUE BID in opponent's suit is FORCING & shows 10+ points.
Given that opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALL does not really obstruct the
normal INVERTED MINOR RAISE bids or the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY, a CUE BID
must mean something else with respect to shape. More than likely it is
a WESTERN CUE which asks opener to bid NO-TRUMP is he has a control in
opponent's suit. No matter, there is no need for it to be indicative of
a RAISE or partner's suit as many are playing today.

3. SUMMARY MATRIX. IMMEDIATE RESPONSES TO MINOR SUIT OPENING
OPENING 1C

RESPONSE

OPENING 1D

|
|
|--- BUST BID -----------> 1D FORCING.
|
|
0-5 PTS.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 1H <---------------------------|
|
6+ PTS WITH 4+ HEARTS. FORCING.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 1S <---------------------------|
|
6+ PTS WITH 4+ SPADES. FORCING.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 1NT<---------------------------|
|
6-9 PTS.
|
|
|
|--INVERTED MINOR RAISE--> 2C <----NEW SUIT FORCING-------|
|
10+ PTS FORCING.
|
|
|
|-------FORCING----------> 2D <-------SIMPLE RAISE--------|
| 10+ PTS. 5+ CARD SUIT
6-9 PTS. 4-CARD SUIT
|
|
|
|-------LIGHT PREMPT-----> 2H <-------LIGHT PREMPT--------|
|
6-9 PTS. 6+ CARD SUIT
|
|
|
|-------LIGHT PREMPT-----> 2S <-------LIGHT PREMPT--------|
|
6-9 PTS. 6+ CARD SUIT
|
|
|
|------LEBENSOHL---------> 2NT<-----LEBENSOHL ------------|
|
FORCING RELAY TO 3C.
FORCING RELAY TO 3C.
|
|
6-7 PTS WITH 6+ CLUBS.
6-7 PTS WITH 6+ CLUBS, OR |
|
10-12 PTS WITH 4+ DIAMONDS.|
|
|
|--INVERTED MINOR RAISE--> 3C <----WEAK JUMP SHIFT--------|
|
8-9 PTS WITH 6+ CLUBS.
|
|
|
|--FORCING LONG DIAMONDS-> 3D <----BERGEN PREEMPT---------|
| 13-15 PTS SPLINTER BID.
4-6 PTS & 4+ DIAMONDS |
|
SHORT IN DIAMONDS.
|
|------------------------> 3H <---------------------------|
|
13-15 PTS SPLINTER BID. SHORT IN HEARTS.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 3S <---------------------------|
|
13-15 PTS SPLINTER BID. SHORT IN SPADES.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 3NT<---------------------------|
|
13-15 PTS BALANCED.
|
|
|
|------------------------> 4C <---------------------------|
|
13-15 PTS SPLINTER BID. SHORT IN CLUBS.
|

A. WEAK PREEMPTIVE/SEMI-PREEMPTIVE OPENINGS.
1. OPENING 3RD HAND LIGHT.
The purpose of allowing this is to preempt the presumed 4th seat opener.
a. Requires at least 10 points with a 5+ cards suit.
b. DRURY RESPONSES to 1H or 1S opening.
1] With 10-12 points & 4+ card support, responder should bid 2C DRURY.
Opener can then determine to what level he can bid in that suit.
2] With 10-12 points & 3-card support, responder should bid 2D Drury.
3] With 6-9 points & 3-card support, responder can give a simple raise.
4] With 6-9 points & 4+ card support, responder should jump raise.
5] In the absence of support, responder will just bid 1N with 6-12
points.
c. RESPONDING TO 1C OR 1D opening. Prefer opener to have 4+ spades.
1] UP-THE-LINE at the 1-level with 4-card major & 6+ points.
2] 1N with 6-9 points & NO 4-CARD MAJOR & NO LONG MINOR.
3] 2C FORCING bid with 10+ points & no 4-card major.
4] 2D FORCING bid with 10+ points & no 4-card major.
5] 3C or 3D INVERTED MINOR RAISE with 6-9 points, adequate support
to guarantee 8+ card trump suit, & no 4-card major.
6] 3C or 3D PREEMPTIVE SHIFT with 6-9 points, 6+ card suit,
& no 4-card major.
2. There is very little point to opening 4th hand light unless you have a spades suit.
Should have normal opening.
3. WEAK 2 OPENERS.
a. Requires a 6-card suit headed by 2 of top 3 & with 5-11 points.
Should not have 4-cards in another major.
2H & 2S is definitely weak preemptive.
2D is normally weak preemptive.
But some may opt to play 2D STRONG MINI ROMAN showing 4-4-4-1 with
19+ points, or other conventions like FLANNERY OR MEXICAN.
b. RESPONSES.
Responder should not try to change suits.
1] 2NT is asking for a FEATURE (ie, a STOPPER) in an out side suit, the
intent being to find a possible 3NT contract.
Opener will reply by bidding any other suit in which he has a stopper.
Otherwise he will rebid his suit.
2] Simple raise of opener's suit is invitational to game.
3] Bid of new suit should be construed to be forcing.
4. WEAK 3 OPENERS.
a. Requires a 7+card suit headed by 2 of top 3 & with 5-11 points.
DO NOT OPEN AT THE 4-LEVEL JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE 8+ CARD SUIT.
b. RESPONSES.
Due to lack of bidding room, responder cannot bid no-trump to ask for a
FEATURE. Responder should not try to change suits.
Bid of new suit might be construed to be asking for a specific stopper
in that suit. If opener has the stopper, he will bid no-trump.
B. RESPONDER WEAK JUMP & SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFTS/RAISES.
WEAK HANDS ARE 6-7 POINTS.
SUPER-WEAK HANDS ARE 4-5 POINTS.
LIGHT HANDS ARE 8-9 POINTS & CONSTRUCTIVE BY VIRTUE OF COMBINED POINT COUNT.
FORCING HANDS ARE 10+ POINTS.
NO SUPER WEAK JUMP SHIFTS THAT GO TO THE 3-LEVEL SHOULD BE ALLOWED.
HOWEVER, SUPER-WEAK JUMP RAISES TO THE 3-LEVEL ARE ALLOWED IF PARTNERSHIP HAS A 9-CARD SUIT.
WEAK JUMP SHIFTS TO THE 3-LEVEL REQUIRE AT LEAST A 6-CARD SUIT WITH 2 OF THE TOP 3 HONORS.
1. RESPONDER IMMEDIATE WEAK JUMP SHIFTS.
A "LIGHT HAND" OF 8-9 POINTS WITH A LONG 6+ CARD SUIT SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED FOR
PREEMPTIVE PURPOSES, BECAUSE IF OPENER HAS 16-18 POINTS THEN GAME IS A POSSIBILITY.
SUCH LIGHT HANDS WITH A LONG SUIT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED TO BE WORTH 10 POINTS, THEREBY
JUSTIFYING GIVING A 1-ROUND FORCING BID IF NEED BE.
a. OVER 1C OPENING.
IF RESPONDER HAS LESS THAN 6 POINTS, THEN HE MUST 1ST BID 1D AS A BUST REGARDLESS OF
ANY LONG SUIT. FOR THIS REASON, THE SUPER-WEAK RESPONDER IS PREVENTED FROM MAKING ANY
SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFTS. ANY IMMEDIATE JUMP SHIFT IN A MAJOR OVER 1C SHOULD BE A WEAK
JUMP SHIFT, NOT A SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFT.
BUT AN IMMEDIATE JUMP TO 2D OVER 1C IS NOT A WEAK OR SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFT.
INSTEAD, IT IS NEW SUIT FORCING PROMISING 10+ POINTS WITH AT LEAST 4 DIAMONDS.
b. OVER 1D, 1H OR 1S OPENING.
1] SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFTS INTO A MAJOR AT THE 2 -LEVEL.
IF RESPONDER WISHES TO MAKE A SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFT IN A MAJOR AT THE 2-LEVEL,

THEN HE SHOULD HAVE 4-6 POINTS & A 6+ CARD SUIT.
2] SUPER-WEAK JUMP SHIFTS TO THE 3-LEVEL ARE DISCOURAGED.
3] WEAK JUMP SHIFTS TO A MINOR AT THE 3-LEVEL.
IF RESPONDER WISHES TO MAKE A WEAK JUMP SHIFT TO A MINOR
AT THE 3-LEVEL (DENYING A 4-CARD MAJOR), THEN HE SHOULD HAVE
AT LEAST A 6-CARD SUIT, 2 OF THE TOP 3 HONORS IN HIS SUIT,
& 6-9 POINTS, AS PREVIOUSLY STATED.
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT IN PLAYING BERGEN RAISES OVER ANY 5+ CARD OPENING,
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR RESPONDER TO JUMP-SHIFT TO HIS MINOR AT THE 3-LEVEL,
BECAUSE AN IMMEDIATE 3C OR 3D BID IS A 4-CARD BERGEN RAISE, NOT A SHIFT OR PREEMPT.
THEREFORE, THE RESPONDER'S LEBENSOHL IMMEDIATE BID OF 2NT (RELAY) IS USED TO
ACCOMODATE THE RESPONDER WHO WISHES TO MAKE A WEAK JUMP SHIFT INTO A MINOR.
OPENER, WITH ONLY 13-15 POINTS, WILL COME BACK WITH 3C. WITH 16-18 POINTS, OPENER
WILL COME BACK IN HIS SUIT AT THE 3-LEVEL IF OPENER HAS A 6+ CARD SUIT. OTHERWISE,
WITH 16-18 POINTS OPENER WILL BID ANOTHER SUIT AT THE 3-LEVEL. RESONDER THEN HAS THE
OPTION OF PASSING OR BIDDING ON. WITH A 6-CARD SUIT RESPONDER SHOULD NOT GO BEYOND
THE 3-LEVEL. BUT WITH A 7+ CARD MINOR RESPONDER CAN BID IT AT THE 4-LEVEL AS A NON
FORCING BID.
2. RESPONDER IMMEDIATE SUPER-WEAK JUMP RAISES OVER 1S, 1H, OR 1D OPENING (PLAYING BERGEN).
a. OVER 1S OR 1H OPENING (PROMISING 5+ CARDS):
A JUMP RAISE IS SUPER-WEAK WITH 4-6 POINTS & 4+ CARD SUPPORT (BERGEN), BECAUSE:
3C IS A LIMIT RAISE WITH 10-12 POINTS & 4+ CARD SUPPORT (BERGEN), &
3D IS A WEAK RAISE WITH 7-9 POINTS & 4+ CARD SUPPORT (BERGEN).
Example: 1S -> 3S is BERGEN 4-6 points with 4+ card support.
1H -> 3H "
".
b. OVER 1D OPENING (PROMISING 5+ CARDS):
USING BERGEN RAISES &/OR INVERTED MINOR RAISES, THERE IS NO WAY 3D CAN BE A
SUPER-WEAK RAISE, BECAUSE A JUMP RAISE IS A WEAK RAISE WITH 7-9 POINTS & 4+ CARD
SUPPORT, NOT A SUPER-WEAK RAISE AS WITH THE MAJORS. NO MATTER, 3C IS STILL A LIMIT RAISE
WITH 10-12 POINTS & 4+ CARD SUPPORT JUST AS WITH THE MAJORS.
Example: With no interference.
1D -> 3C is BERGEN RAISE with 10-12 points with 4+ card suppoert.
1D -> 3D is BERGEN RAISE (or INVERTED RAISE) with 7-9 points & 4+ card
support.
IF THE RESPONDER TO 1D WISHES TO MAKE A SUPER-WEAK RAISE WITH 4-6 POINTS & 4+ CARD
SUPPORT, HE MUST 1ST BID LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY BID TO 3C & THEN BID 3D.
Example: With no interference.
1D -> 2NT RELAY -> 3C -> 3D -> PASS
3. RESPONDER WITH ONLY 3-CARD SUPPORT FOR A 5-CARD SUIT OPENING.
a. OVER 1S OPENING (PROMISING 5+ CARDS):
1] WITH 7-9 POINTS & 4+ HEARTS, RESPONDER MUST BID 1NT.
WITHOUT 4+ HEARTS, RESPONDER CAN SIMPLE RAISE BY BIDDING 2S.
2] WITH 10+ POINTS & 5+ HEARTS, RESPONDER CAN BID 2H.
3] WITH 10+ POINTS, RESPONDER MUST BID 2C OR 2D FORCING.
4] IF RESPONDER HAS A COMPELLING MINOR SUIT OF 7 OR MORE CARDS WITH 7-9 POINTS,
THEN HE MIGHT CONSIDER A LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY TO 3C.
b. OVER 1H OPENING (PROMISING 5+ CARDS):
1] WITH 6 OR MORE POINTS & 4+ SPADES, RESPONDER MUST BID 1S.
2] WITH 6-9 POINTS & WITHOUT 4+ SPADES, RESPONDER CAN SIMPLE RAISE BY BIDDING 2H.
3] WITH 10+ POINTS & WITHOUT 4+ SPADES, RESPONDER MUST BID 2C OR 2D FORCING.
4] IF RESPONDER HAS A COMPELLING MINOR SUIT OF 7 OR MORE CARDS WITH 7-9 POINTS,
THEN HE MIGHT CONSIDER A LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY TO 3C.
c. OVER 1D OPENING (PROMISING 5+ CARDS):
1] WITH 7 OR MORE POINTS & 4+ CARD IN A MAJOR, RESPONDER MUST BID UP-THE-LINE
AT THE 1-LEVEL.
2] WITH 7-9 POINTS & WITHOUT A 4+ CARD MAJOR, RESPONDER MUST BID 1NT.
IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT EVEN THOUGH HE DOES HAVE 3-CARD SUPPORT, HE CANNOT GIVE
A SIMPLE RAISE (AS WITH THE MAJORS), BECAUSE A RAISE OF 2D IS AN INVERTED MINOR
RAISE PROMISING 10+ POINTS & FORCING. RESPONDER HAVING NO 4-CARD MAJOR & ONLY 3
DIAMONDS MUST HAVE AT LEAST 4 CLUBS. IF HIS CLUB SUIT IS LESS THAN 6 CARDS LONG,
THEN HE MUST BID 1NT. BUT IF HIS CLUB SUIT IS LONGER THAN 5 CARDS, THEN RESPONDER
CAN CONSIDER GIVING A LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY BID.
3] WITH 10+ POINTS & WITHOUT 4+ SPADES, RESPONDER MUST BID 2C OR 2D FORCING.
4] IF RESPONDER HAS A COMPELLING MINOR SUIT OF 7 OR MORE CLUBS WITH 7-9 POINTS,
THEN HE MIGHT CONSIDER A LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY TO 3C.
4. RECAP OF THE SUITE OF RESPONDER BERGEN RAISES, INVERTED MINOR RAISES, & THE

LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY WHEN RESPONDING TO A 5-CARD OPENING OF 1S, 1H, & 1D.
SUPER WEAK BIDS are 4-6 points
WEAK BIDS are 6-7 points.
LIGHT HANDS are 8-9 points.
LIMIT RAISES are 10-12 points
The nice thing about this suite is
pretty much the same as responding
with 4+ card support & 3D is still
1D HAS EXACTLY THE SAME MEANING AS
So there is not anything different

that the use of BERGEN in responding to 1D appears
to a makor suit opening, ie, 3C still is 10-12 pts
7-9 pts with 4+ card support. The BERGEN 3D bid over
THE 3D INVERTED MINOR RAISE over 1D.
to remember there.

The differences in responding to a major as opposed to 1D are in the SUPER-WEAK responses.
Over 1H or 1S, an immediate response 3H or 3S is SUPER-WEAK.
Not so when the opening is 1D. The only way to give a super-weak response is to 1st bid
2NT LEBENSOHL, then bid 3D. It has the same preemptive impact.
The other difference in responding to a major as opposed to 1D is the simple raise has a
different point count. For the majors, the simple raise is WEAK, ie, 7-9 points with only
3-card support & no 4-card major.
But over 1D, the simple raise is 10+ points & FORCING, ie, INVERTED MINOR RAISE.

COMPETITIVE BIDDING
1. TYPES OF DOUBLES & THEIR MEANING:
A DOUBLE REQUIRES THAT THE LAST BID MADE WAS BY THE OPPONENT.
The DOUBLE has different meanings depending upon who makes the "double".
a. OPENER

b. RESPONDER

SUPPORT:
Shows 3-card
support for
responder's
suit.

NEGATIVE:
Shows 4-cards
in unbid suit(s).
Should have at
least 6 points
to force opener
to bid at 1-level,
10+ points to force
opener to bid above
the 1-level.

MAXIMAL:
Used only when
you have bid
a suit, opponents
are bidding just
one suit, partner
has simple raised
your suit, & you
want to encourage
your partner to
game.

THRUMP:
After opponent has
jump bid a suit at
the 3-level. With
10+ points & no
stopper, asks pard
to bid 3NT with
stopper. Denies
3-card support.

REOPENING
Used to force
responder to bid.
c. OVERCALLER
(CONTENDER)

d. ADVANCER (RESPONDENT)
(OVERCALLER'S PARTNER)

TAKEOUT:
Shows at least
an opening hand.
Is forcing for
any opponent bid
up to the 2-level.

RESPONSIVE:
Used when LHO
has opened, partner
dbls or overcalls,
responder has raised,
& advancer has 4-card
suit. Would be the
same point requirement
as that for responder
NEGATIVE DBL.

COOPERATIVE:
Allows advancer
to "pass" if
opponent opened
in suit at 3-level.
Weaker advancer's
hand, the more he
should bid.

SNAP DRAGON:
Used only when first
3 bidders have bid
different suits,leaving
1 unbid suit in which
you have length.
Would use same point
requirement as that for
responder NEGATIVE DBL.

2. CONTENDER BIDDING.
a. CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONTENDER BIDDING.
1] THE PLAYING POSITION OF THE OVERCALLER RELATIVE TO THE OPENER
SHOULD IMPACT THE EVALUATION OF THE OVERCALLER'S HAND.
Sitting behind the opener is far better than sitting in front of him.
2] AT WHAT LEVEL IS THE CURRENT BID? At what level are you forced to bid
& at what level would you be forcing your partner to bid?
3] How many points do you have & what is your hand shape?
4] Are you 2-suited in the unbid suits?
Consider giving an IMMEDIATE MICHAELS or UNUSUAL NO-TRUMP bid.
5] Do you have a weak hand (5-11 points) with a long 6+ card suit?
Consider giving a WEAK JUMP OVERCALL.

6] Do you have a single 5+ card suit with 10-15 points?
Consider giving a SIMPLE OVERCALL.
7] Did the opponent bid your suit? If so think about no-trump.
8] Is your hand more balanced with an unbid 4-card major & 13-15 points?
Consider a TAKE-OUT DOUBLE.
9] Do you have a really strong hand of 16+ points/
Then give a TAKE-OUT DOUBLE followed by a rebid.
b1. The TAKEOUT DOUBLE is one of the most common contention bids made.
HERE ARE THE CONDITIONS FOR MAKING A TAKEOUT DOUBLE.
a] YOU HAVE 16+ HIGH-CARD PTS, REGARDLES OF SHAPE.
YOU WILL BID AGAIN EVEN IF YOUR PARTNER IS WEAK.
b] YOU HAVE 13-15 POINTS WITH AN UNBID 4-CARD MAJOR.
YOU MIGHT HAVE ANOTHER 5+ CARD SUIT, but that is unimportant,
because you are looking for a 4-4 fit (or better) in a major.
Many people will play it highly disciplined, meaning
that the take doubler will have 4-cards in both majors.
I play it more undisciplined, but not completely "off shape".
But I do promise at least one unbid 4-card major. And more often
than not, it helps to describe the length of the major suit,
because if I have a 5-card major, I will bid it rather than "double".
c] You are sitting behind opener & see good reason to "double"
holding 4 or more cards in both unbid majors.
It should require at least 13 points, where the simple obercall is
10-15 points. It goes without saying that the higher the bid level at
which he makes a TAKEOUT DOUBLE, the more points he should have.
However, this is not always true.
At the 2-level or below, it should be forcing. But at the 3-level,
some may play it as "COOPERATIVE", meaning his partner can "pass"
if partner thinks he can set the opponents' contract.
b2. RESPONSES TO PARTNER'S TAKE-OUT DOUBLE.
The takeout double demands respondent to bid should the opponent "pass".
Respondent must always distinguish between when he is making a forced bid
or a voluntary bid. A voluntary bid is considered a "FREE BID" & should
promise at least 10 points if made above the 1-level. But when opponent
does not bid, then respondent must bid even if he has 0 points. The problem
becomes one of distinguishing between a respondent hand with values as
opposed to a respondent hand with zilch. The line of distinction is
placed at the 10+ point marker. With less than 10 points, respondent will
not jump and not bid the opponent's last bid suit. Of course the choice
of a suit should be respondent's longest suit. With 10 points or more,
respondent will either jump in his 5+ card suit or simply cue bid the
opponent's suit not having a 5-card suit.
It should be obvious that a weak response showing 0-9 points is a very
big spread. To narrow the point ranges down, I have devised a way to
tell whether respondent has 0-6 points or 7-9 points. I call it
"LITTLE FOOT" wherein if respondent has 0-6 points, he simply bids the
next suit up. otherwise he skips over the next suit up. Whether or not
this actually solves the problem I have not tried it yet in live practice.
c. RESPONSES TO PARTNER'S SIMPLE OVERCALL.
The SIMPLE OVERCALL IN A SUIT should be 10-15 points & promises at least
a 5-card suit. Respondent, with just 3-card support & 7-9 points, can simple
raise the overcaller's suit to the 2-level. With 3-card support & 10-12 points,
the respondent can give a CUE BID in opponent's suit.
But with 4-card support, it can become even more encouraging to try for game,
because the partnership is assured of having at least 9 trump. And for this
reason, it seems logical to use the BERGEN system, even though contender
may have only 10 points. If the overcall is in a major at the 1-level or
2-level, then the BERGEN 3C LIMIT RAISE & the 3D SIMPLE RAISE would be the
same as if the contender had opened in 1H or 1S. If the overcall is in
diamonds at the 1-level or 2-level, then a repondent bid of 3C could still
be a limit raise, & 3D would still be 7-9 points, both promising 4+ card
support. But if the overcall is 2C, then obviously BERGEN cannot be used.
In this event, the CUE BID in opponent's suit at the 2-level would be a
LIMIT RAISE not restricted to just 3-card support, & the bid of 3C would
be 7-9 points with preferably 4-card support.
d. CONTENDER WEAK JUMP OVERCALLS.
With a 6+ card suit & 5-9 points, contender can make a WEAK JUMP OVERCALL
in the same manner as if he were opening weak.

e. CONTENDER TWO-SUITED OVERCALLS &

GENERAL RECAP

There remain other defensive bids that offer hope to the non-opening pair.
These are the 2-SUITED OVERCALLS which include the immediate MICHAELS CUE
BID to show the majors, the UNUSUAL 2NT bid to show the minors, &
a mix of LANDY/HAMILTON over a 1NT opening. The 2-suited bids are
flagged with an "*".
OPENING
BID
1C

OVERCALLER
BIDS
1D = NATURAL 5+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT. DENIES 5-CARD MAJOR.
TENDS TO DENY HAVING A 4-CARD MAJOR.
1H = NATURAL 5+ CARD HEART SUIT. DENIES 5-CARD SPADE SUIT.
MAY HAVE 4-CARD SPADE 5UIT.
1S = NATURAL 5+ CARD SPADE SUIT. SAYS NOTHING ABOUT HEARTS.
*

*
1D

*

*

1H

1N = 13-18 POINTS. BALANCED. SYSTEMS ON.
2C = MICAHELS or
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ SPADES & 5+ DIAMONDS
OR
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ HEARTS & 5+ DIAMONDS
2D = PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT
2H = PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD HEART SUIT
2S = PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD SPADE SUIT
2N = UNIVERSAL UNUSUAL 2NT = BOTH MINORS
= 5+ CLUBS & 5+ DIAMONDS
1H = NATURAL 5+ CARD HEART SUIT. DENIES 5-CARD SPADE SUIT.
MAY HAVE 4-CARD SPADE 5UIT.
1S = NATURAL 5+ CARD SPADE SUIT. SAY NOTHING ABOUT HEARTS.
1N = 13-18 POINTS. BALANCED. SYSTEMS ON.
2C = NATURAL 5+ CARD CLUB SUIT. DENIES 4-CARD MAJOR.
2D = MICAHELS or
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ SPADES & 5+ CLUBS
OR
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ HEARTS & 5+ CLUBS
2H = PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD HEART SUIT
2S = PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD SPADE SUIT
2N = UNIVERSAL UNUSUAL 2NT = BOTH MINORS
= 5+ CLUBS & 5+ DIAMONDS
3C = PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD CLUB SUIT

*

1S
1N
2C
2D
2H

*

2S
2N

1S

*

*

=
=
=
=
=

3C
3D

NATURAL 5+ CARD SPADE SUIT.
13-18 POINTS. BALANCED. SYSTEMS ON.
NATURAL 5+ CARD CLUB SUIT. DENIES 4-CARD SPADE SUIT.
NATURAL 5+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT. DENIES 4-CARD SPADE SUIT.
MICAHELS or
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ SPADES & 5+ DIAMONDS
OR
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ SPADES & 5+ CLUBS
= PREEMPTIVE 6+ CARD SPADE SUIT
= UNIVERSAL UNUSUAL 2NT = BOTH MINORS
= 5+ CLUBS & 5+ DIAMONDS
= PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD CLUB SUIT
= PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT

1N
2C
2D
2H
2S

=
=
=
=
=

13-18 POINTS. BALANCED. SYSTEMS ON.
NATURAL 5+ CARD CLUB SUIT. DENIES 4-CARD HEART SUIT.
NATURAL 5+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT. DENIES 4-CARD HEART SUIT.
NATURAL 5+ CARD HEART SUIT.
MICAHELS or
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
HIGHEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ HEARTS & 5+ DIAMONDS
OR
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MAJOR &
LOWEST RANKING UNBID MINOR = 5+ HEARTS & 5+ CLUBS
2N = UNIVERSAL UNUSUAL 2NT = BOTH MINORS
= 5+ CLUBS & 5+ DIAMONDS

3C = PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD CLUB SUIT
3D = PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT
1NT
*
*
*
*

DBL= DOES NOT GUARANTEE 16+ PTS.
2C = LANDY = COMPANION SUITED WITH 5+ HEARTS & 4 SPADES.
2D = HAMILTON = 2-SUITED WITH 5+ HEARTS & 5+ SPADES.
2H = HAMILTON = 2-SUITED WITH 5 HEARTS & A MINOR OR 1 SUITED WITH LONG HEARTS.
2S = HAMILTON = 2-SUITED WITH 5 SPADES & A MINOR OR 1 SUITED WITH LONG SPADES.
2NT = HAMILTON = UNIVERSAL UNUSUAL 2NT = BOTH MINORS
= 5+ CLUBS & 5+ DIAMONDS
3C = PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD CLUB SUIT
3D = PREEMPTIVE 7+ CARD DIAMOND SUIT

3. COUNTERING CONTENDER'S INTERFERENCE BIDS.
a. GENERAL RULE Verses Opponent's "Double."
RULE #1: If you like the double,
NEVER REDOUBLE except to tell partner you have a misfit.
If given at the very lowest level(s), it promises 10+ points.
If given at a higher level, it is an SOS REDOUBLE for partner to
pick another suit.
b. FOR RESPONDER:
This system is very resistant to opponent TAKE-OUT DOUBLES &
SIMPLE OVERCALLS. The TAKE-OUT DOUBLE is non-obstructive so it
can basically be ignored with little exception. It does give you
the ability to "REDOUBLE" which means 10+ points & no fit with
partner's suit opening. With BERGEN RAISES & LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY,
the SIMPLE OVERCALL will not not get in your way of supporting
partner immediately. However, if you intended not to support
partner immediately, the SIMPLE OVERCALL can become a nuisance.
What folows describes the various scenarios where the opponent's
bid does obstruct your normal bidding & what you can do to counter
such obstruction by "DOUBLING", "REDOUBLING" bidding NO-TRUMP, making
a LEBENSOHL bid or via a CUE BID in opponent's suit.
1] Verses Opponent's "TAKE-OUT Double" of your partner's opening in
a suit at the 1-level:
The TAKE-OUT DOUBLE is really non-obstructive. But it does provide
for the ability to "REDOUBLE" for the purpose of conveying
information to partner.
If you have less than 6 points, then "pass".
If you have 10+ points & no-fit with partner's suit,then "REDOUBLE".
Otherwise, if you bid you should have 6+ points for the 1-level
& 10+ points for the 2-level.
2] Verses Opponent's "TAKE-OUT Double" of your partner's opening in
NO-TRUMP:
You can completely ignore the TAKE-OUT DOUBLE & bid normally.
3] Verses Opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALLS over your partner's
opening in a suit at the 1-level:
The system is very resistant to opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALLS if you
intended to raise partner's suit, as I have already described.
However, if you intended to not raise your partner's suit, then
other tools are at your disposal.
a] The NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
When the opponent intervenes with a SIMPLE OVERCALL OR WEAK JUMP
OVERCALL a new bid is afforded the responder, ie,
the RESPONDER'S NEGATIVE DOUBLE. The NEGATIVE DOUBLE is forcing.
The meaning of it depends upon the bidding that preceeded it.
[1 When opponent simple overcalls your partner's suit bid, then
the NEGATIVE DOUBLE says that you have the UNBID SUITS. More
likely, it says you have an unbid 4-card major and that you have
at least 6 points if your are "DOUBLING" the bid at the 1-level or
10+ points if you are "DOUBLING" the overcall at or above the 2-level.
Examples: 1C -> 1H -> DOUBLE says you have 4 spades & 6+ points.
1S -> 2H -> DOUBLE says you have both unbid minors & 10+ points.

As an outgrowth of the NEGATIVE DOUBLE, if you do not have an unbid
4-card major, but you have a 5+ card unbid major, then When opponent
simple overcalls your partner's suit bid, you can bid your 5+ card
major at the 1-level with 6+ points or at the 2-level with 10+ points.
Thus, the NEGATIVE DOUBLE helps to tell opener that you have a 4-card
suit as opposed to a 5+ card suit.
Examples: 1C -> 1S -> 2H says you have 5+ hearts & 10+ points.
But
1C -> 1S -> DOUBLE says to have 4 hearts with 6 + points.
[2 Refer to major & minor suit openings sections.
[3 An optional use of the Negative Double might be to use
it in support of opener's suit when the intervening bid
is at the 3-level. Consider the situation when partner
opens 1S & opponent overcalls 3H. If you have 10 points
with 4+ spades & you bid 3S, opener with 15 points might
"pass" you, thereby missing a game. So the use of a double
might come in handy here. Normally a "double" would indicate
having 10+ points with holding in the minor suits. Opener
would be required to bid 3s or a 4-level minor, depending on
points, after which you would either "pass" 3S or correct to 4S.
MAXIMAL DOUBLES are usually issued by opener after responder
has given a simple raise of his suit & opponents intervene.
But this might be considered a RESPONDER MAXIMAL DOUBLE.
b] RESPONDER'S CUE BID OF OPPONENT'S INDICATED SUIT(s).
No matter the meaning, the CUE BID means the bidder does not have
that suit. A bid in the opponent's suit at the next level up
sounds very hazardous, but in fact it is a very useful tool in
requesting partner to bid No-Trump if he has a stopper in opponent's
suit with 2-card backup, aka, WESTERN CUE.
Some people play the CUE BID is a LIMIT RAISE of opener's suit.
But I have found that the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY is more useful &
resistant to overcalls in describing a DELAYED 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE,
as is BERGEN in describing an IMMEDIATE 4-CARD LIMIT RAISE.
c] Responder's LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY.
Refer to major & minor suit openings sections.
4] Verses Opponent's SIMPLE OVERCALLS over your partner's 1NT opening:
Verses SIMPLE OVERCALLS, with 7+ points, these can be countered by:
a] Giving a NEGATIVE DOUBLE if you would have bid 2C STAYMAN.
Opener should reply as if the bid were STAYMAN, proceding
to the 3-level if necessary.
Example: 1NT -> 2S -> NEGATIVE DOUBLE -> 3H if opener has 4 hearts.
b] Bidding a suit to transfer opener to the next bid up, even
if it means CUE-BIDDING opponent's suit.
Example: 1NT -> 2D -> 3D TRANSFER -> 3H
We now get to the much more difficult contender bids & how to counter
them. These bids will always obstruct your bidding.
5] Verses the opponent's WEAK JUMP OVERCALL, there is very little
that can be done to counter the obstruction when the level goes
to the 3-level. It should be noted that a 2S WEAK JUMP OVERCALL
can still be countered. But a 3C, 3D , 3H WEAK JUMP OVERCALL is
almost impossible to counter via normal bidding unless you have
sufficient points.
In response to partner's suit opening, about the
only thing a responder with less than 13 points can do is to bid 3
of partner's suit with 4+ card support & 10-12 points Responder's
NEGATIVE DOUBLE would show 10+ points with holdings in the other
unbid suits. 3NT would have to promise a protected control in
opponent's suit. Under no conditions should responder bid
with less than 10 points &/or less than his own 7-card suit.
In response to partner's no-trump opening, the opponent's bid would
be at the 3-level, making almost impossible to show a 4-card major
via a NEGATIVE DOUBLE or a 5+ card suit via a high level JACOBY

TRANSFER. However, TEXAS TRANSFERS can be used at the 4-level.
Example: 1NT -> 3H -> 4H Texas Transfer to 4S.
But here again, responder needs the points to justify his bid.
6] Verses Opponent's IMMEDIATE 2-SUITED BIDS:
These 2-SUITED BIDS I have described under CONTENDER BDDING.
Examples of them are: 1C -> 2C MICHALES CUE BID showing both majors.
1H -> 2H MICHAELS CUE BID showing spades & a minor.
1S -> 2NT UNUSUAL NO TRUMP showing both minors.
1NT -> 2D HAMILTON showing both major.
It is important that the responder know exactly which 2 suits are
indicated, because there are many variations of the 2-suited theme.
For example, some partners play UNUSUAL NO TRUMP for the two lowest
unbid, not for the minors. SOme people play DONT rather than
HAMILTON over 1NT. Still others play a CUE BID is a different
combination from normal MICHAELS. So always ask the opponents
what their CUE BID means.
Given all of the variations possible with immediate 2-suited bidding,
it should be obvious that it is next to impossible to describe a
sure cure to counter the bid. But since the bid is forcing upon the
respondent, responder might do wll to first "pass" to gleen any
information about the opponent's hand before proceeding to bid on.
Regardless, here are some guidelines.
a] If you bid a suit or suits explicitly targeted by the contender,
then your bid is a CUE BID, possibly being WESTERN CUE.
Example: 1S -> 2NT -> 3D asks for a diamond stopper to bid 3NT.
1H -> 2H -> 2S asks for a spade stopper to bid 2NT.
b] If you NEGATIVE DOUBLE the opponent's bid, it could mean your
have stops in both indicated suits & invites partner to bid
no-trump.
c] If you can bid 2NT (overcall was not uNUSUAL 2NT),
then that should be LEBENSOHL.
c. FOR OPENER:
1] Verses RHO's "Double" or Simple OverCall:
Much depends upon your responding partner's last bid
& how he got there.
a] If your partner's bid is 1D over your 1C, you can "pass"
to let your partner bid again.
b] If your partner had bid a suit (other than 1D) at the 1-level
without a prior overcall, then you must have at least
4 card support to raise his suit to the level appropriate
to your points.
c] If your partner had bid a suit at the 1-level with an opponent
prior overcall, then he promises a 5-card suit in which
you might compete at higher levels. But with only 3-card
support & less than 16 points, you might opt to bid 1NT
instead of raising partner's suit. No matter, you shoud
bid to prevent opponent's communicating.
d] If your partner had bid a suit at the 1-level, & you
have no support for his suit, but you have a 6+ card suit,
then rebid your suit at the level appropriate to your points.
e] If your partner bid 1NT, you should only bid again if you
have 16-18 points or a long 6+ card suit.
f] If your partner had bid a new suit at the 2-level without
jumping, then he must have 10+ points & you should bid on.
g] If your partner made a weak jump shift, then you should
"pass".
h] If your partner made a weak jump raise of your suit, then
you should "pass".
i] If your partner made a Bergen Raise in response to your
5-card opening, then you can ignore the "double" & bid
as normal.
j] If opponent "doubled", If your partner made Lebensohl 2NT
bid in responding to your minor suit opening, then you should
bid 3C, ignoring the "double".
k] If opponent Simple OvarCalled, then:
If your partner made Lebensohl 2NT bid in responding to
your minor suit opening, then you should "pass".
l] If opponent Simple OvarCalled, then:

Give OPENER'S SUPPORT OR REOPENING DOUBLE.
If your partner had bid a new suit without jumping,
then your "double" shows 3-card support for his suit.
But if your partner had not bid, then your "double"
is a reopening double demanding a bid from partner.
m] If opponent Simple OvarCalled, then:
Give an OPENER'S CUE BID OF OPPONENT'S INDICATED SUIT(s).
This would not be done unless responder had bid.
The opener's cue bid would be WESTERN CUE asking
responder to bid No-Trump with a stopper.
2] Verses RHO's Sngle Suited Weak Jump Overcall Or
Preemptive Opening As Responder.
Much depends upon your responding partner's last bid
& how he got there.
a] (Same as 1.a] above)
b] (Not applicable)
c] (Not applicable)
d] (Not applicable)
e] (Not applicable)
f] (Same as 1.f] above)
g] (Same as 1.g] above)
h] (Same as 1.h] above)
i] (Same as 1.i] above)
j]
k] If your partner made Lebensohl 2NT bid in responding to
your minor suit opening, then you should "pass".
l] OPENER'S SUPPORT OR REOPENING DOUBLE.
If your partner had bid a new suit without jumping,
then your "double" shows 3-card support for his suit.
But if your partner had not bid, then your "double"
is a reopening double demanding a bid from partner.
m] OPENER'S CUE BID OF OPPONENT'S INDICATED SUIT(s).
This would not be done unless responder had bid.
The opener's cue bid would be WESTERN CUE asking
responder to bid No-Trump with a stopper.
3] Verses RHO's 2-Suited Cue Bid Or Unusual 2NT Bid.
Much depends upon your responding partner's last bid
& how he got there.
a] If your partner's bid was 1D over your 1C, you can "pass".
b] (Not applicable)
c] (Not applicable)
d] (Not applicable)
e] (Not applicable)
f] (Same as 1.f] above)
g] (Same as 1.g] above)
h] (Same as 1.h] above)
i] (Same as 1.i] above)
j] If your partner made Lebensohl 2NT bid in responding to
your minor suit opening, then you should "pass".
k] OPENER'S SUPPORT OR REOPENING DOUBLE.
If your partner had bid a new suit without jumping,
then your "double" shows 3-card support for his suit.
But if your partner had not bid, then your "double"
is a reopening double demanding a bid from partner.
l] OPENER'S CUE BID OF OPPONENT'S INDICATED SUIT(s).
This would not be done unless responder had bid.
The opener's cue bid would be WESTERN CUE asking
responder to bid No-Trump with a stopper.
4. MORE ABOUT THE LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY.
LEBENSOHL can be useful for both the opening pair & the contending pair.
It is a really old system that is used in many different scenarios.
It is a RELAY bid of 2NT that forces partner to bid 3C.
a. This Responder bid is extremely useful in competing against an
intervening opponent.
1] When responder has a long minor suit with minimum points & no
support for opener, a very useful preemptive bid would be
the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY which forces opener to bid 3C. Responder
can then "pass" if he had clubs, or he could bid 3D to which
opener would "pass"
2] But suppose opener bid a major & responder has a DELAYED

3-CARD LIMIT RAISE and the opponent has stuck in a 2H bid.
How can responder making a delaying bid of 2C or 2D. Obviously
he cannot. So the answer is to bid 2NT LEBENSOHL to relay opener
to 3c, after which responder bids his partner's suit at the
3-level.
In addition to the above,
It is said to be useful for countering opponent bidding in these situations:
b. Partner has opened 1NT & opponent has interferred with a natural suit bid.
ote: Artificial bids may disrupt it.
[1] Your IMMEDIATE DOUBLE is for penalty.
2] Your IMMEDIATE SIMPLE SUIT SHIFT BID AT THE 2-LEVEL is too SIGN-OFF.
Example: 1NT -> OPP-2H -> 2S -> PASS
3] Your IMMEDIATE JUMP SHIFT SUIT BID AT THE 3-LEVEL is game forcing.
Example: 1NT -> OPP-2H -> 3S GAME FORCING.
4] Your IMMEDIATE 2NT demands opener to bid 3C, after which:
a] A DELAYED SUIT BID AT THE 3-LEVEL where it was NOT POSSIBLE
to bid the suit at the 2-level is to SIGN-OFF.
Responder will either "pass" if he likes clubs
or bid a new suit at the 3-level as a sign-off.
Examples: 1NT -> OPP-2S -> 2NT -> 3C -> 3H -> PASS
The INVITE OPTION is not possible.
b] A DELAYED SUIT BID AT THE 3-LEVEL where it was possible
for responder to sign-off at the 2-level is INVITATIONAL
& promises a single suited hand with INVITATIONAL points.
Example: 1NT -> OPP-2H -> 2NT -> 3C -> 3S INVITE.
If responder wanted drop dead, he would bid 2S.
c] A DELAYED CUE BID is a DELAYED STAYMAN bid with game-forcing
values & with a stopper.
After opener's 3C bid, responder cue bids opponent's suit.
d] A DELAYED 3NT that contains a stopper.
After opener bids 3C, responder will bid 3NT.
5] An IMMEDIATE CUE BID is an IMMEDIATE STAYMAN bid with game forcing
values, but denies a stopper.
6] An IMMEDIATE 3NT shows a hand that would have normally bid 3NT in the
absence of interference, but denies a stopper in the opponents' suit.
Partner is expected to run to a cheaper suit if he/she does not hold
a stopper.
c. Partner has "doubled" a WEAK 2 OPENER.
d. Partner has opened & given a REVERSE BID.
e. Responding to your partner's TAKEOUT DOUBLE in spite of a subsequent
opponent bid.

A. RESPONSES TO ACE ASKING BIDS.
The traditional ways of asking for aces is 4C GERBER if targeting a No-Trump slam
or 4NT if targeting slam in a suit. Furthermore, 4NT over an opening in No-Trump
is not ace asking, but a QUNATITATIVE INVITE TO 6NT, WITH 5NT BEING A DEMAND UPON
OPENER TO BID 6NT & 6NT BEING AN INVITE TO 7NT.
The accepted responses
1. BLACKWOOD 40-1-2-3,
These responses are
2. 30-14-2, meaning 5C

to 4NT are:
meaning 5C = 4 or 0 aces, 5D = 1, 5H = 2, 5S = 3.
also used with 4C GERBER.
= 3 or 0 aces, 5D = 1 0 4 aces, 5H = 2 without the Queen,
5S = 2 with the Queen.
3. 14-30-2 just reverse the 5C & 5D meaning of 30-14.
4. In addition, if playing ROMAN KEY CARD then the KING OF TRUMP IS INCLUDED IN THE
ACE COUNT. BUT I STRONGLY DISCOURAGE ROMAN KEY CARD FOR THE LACK OF CLARITY.
Whatever the choice of responses, it is desirable to use the same set of responses
to either 4NT or 4C GERBER ace asking conventions. I STRONGLY RECOMMEND THE USE OF 30-14.
Should there be interference over the ace asking bid, I recommend the use of:
DEPO over a suit bid which means DOUBLE WITH AN EVEN # OF ACES, PASS WITH AN ODD #.
&
REPO Over a DOUBLE which means REDOUBLE WITH AN EVEN #, & PASS WITH AN ODD #.
B. TED'S REJECTED MINOR SUIT ACE ASKING (RMAA).
BECAUSE NEITHER OF THE STANDARD CONVENTIONS IS ADEQUATE WHEN TRGETING A SLAM IN CLUBS,
I HAVE EXPANDED THE USE OF GERBER TO INCLUDE A 4D ACE ASKING BID,
CALLED REJECTED MINOR ACE ASKING.
These are 4C or 4D ace asking bids using the least desirable minor suit.
Only the Captain can ask for aces. Therefore, there can be no confusion as to whether or
not the 4C or 4D bidder is asking for aces or simply bidding his suit. This makes it
possible to keep the bidding lower while targeting slam in a minor suit. It can also be
used in targeting a slam in any contract, a trump suit or no-trump.
How should you ask for aces in targeting a 6C contract?
EXAMPLE 1:
You hold 6
3
19 PTS
3
1

Answer: VERY CAREFULLY.

EXAMPLE 2:
clubs
diamonds
hearts
spades

Partner holds 4
4
13 PTS
3
2

AKJxxx
KQJ
Kxx
Q

clubs
diamonds
hearts
spades

----SAME HAND----> You hold 6
3
19 PTS
3
1

clubs
diamonds
hearts
spades

AKJxxx
KQJ
Kxx
Q

Qxxx ---DIFFERENT---> Partner holds 4 clubs
Axxx
4 diamonds
QJx
13 PTS
3 hearts
KJ
2 spades

xxxx
AxxX
AQx
Kx

Example 1a: THE WRONG WAY Using 4NT.
Example 2a: Using BLACKWOOD WITHOUT CLUB Q.
Partner opens 1C
Partner opens 1C
You
2C INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
You
2C INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
Partner
3C
Partner
3C
You
4N ACE ASKING.
You
4N ACE ASKING.
Partner
5D OOOPS! MISSING 2 ACES.
Partner
5H = 2 ACES.
OVERBID.
You
6C GOING DOWN with Qxx out.
Example 1b: THE WRONG WAY Using 4C GERBER.
Example 2b: Using 30-14 WITHOUT CLUB Q.
Partner opens 1C
Partner opens 1C
You
2C INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
You
2C INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
Partner
3C
Partner
3C
You
4C ACE ASKING ????
You
4N ACE ASKING.
NOT LIKELY.
Partner
5H = 2 ACES WITHOUT QUEEN.
You
6C GOING DOWN with Qxx out.
Example 1c: THE RIGHT WAY Using RMAA:
Partner opens 1C
You
2C
Partner
3C
You
4D
Partner
4S
You
5C

Example 2c: THE RIGHT WAY Using 30-14 & RMAA:
SWITCH HEART Q TO CLUB.
Partner opens 1C
INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
You
2C INVERTED MINOR FORCING.
Partner
3C
ACE ASKING.
You
4D ACE ASKING.
1 ACE.
Partner
5C = 2 ACES WITH QUEEN.
SIGNING OFF.
You
6C MAKING.
6NT also makes,

C. ACE ASKING RESPONSES.
The use of REJECTED MINOR SUIT ACE ASKING RMAA brings the entire bidding
down to the 4-level, thereby making more room for getting more specific information,
especially the presence of a void. And for that reason, we can make the response
of 4 or 0 aces to be the most expensive immediate bid, thereby making it possible
for a "conversation" to ensue before getting too dangerously close to over-bidding.
4C Captain
|
|
|--->4D =
|--->4H =
|--->4S =
|--->4N =

ace asking

5C Captain
|
|
|--->5D =
|--->5H =
|--->5S =
|--->5N =
|--->6C =

king asking

2
1
1
0

OR 3 ------------------->
WITH VOID --NO VOID
|
OR 4
|
V
4S ASKS TO
NAME VOID

4H ASKS FOR CLARITY
|
|-->4S = 2 NO VOID
|-->4N = 3 NO VOID
|-->5C = VOID IN CLUBS
|-->5D = VOID IN DIAMONDS
|-->5H = VOID IN HEARTS
|-->5S = VOID IN SPADES

0
1
2
3
4

=======================================================================
4D Captain
|
|--->4H =
|--->4S =
|--->4N =
|--->5C =

ace asking

5D Captain
|
|
|--->5H =
|--->5S =
|--->5N =
|--->6C =
|--->6D =

king asking

2
1
1
0

OR 3 ------------------->
WITH VOID --NO VOID
|
OR 4
|
V
4N ASKS TO
NAME VOID

4S ASKS FOR CLARITY
|
|-->4N = 2 NO VOID
|-->5C = 3 NO VOID
|-->5D = VOID IN DIAMONDS
|-->5H = VOID IN HEARTS
|-->5s = VOID IN SPADES

0
1
2
3
4

=======================================================================
4NT Captain ace asking (USE ONLY IF TARGETING SLAM IN A MAJOR.)
|
|--->5C = 2 OR 3 -------------------> 5D ASKS FOR CLARITY
|--->5D = 0
|
|--->5H = 1 NO VOID
|-->5H = 2
|--->5S = 1 WITH VOID
|-->5S = 3
|--->5N = 4
5NT Captain
|
|--->5C =
|--->5D =
|--->5H =
|--->5S =
|--->6N =

king asking
0
1
2
3
4

GLOSSARY
BECAUSE BIDDING IS A "LANGUAGE",

WE DEFINE THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

WHO IS WHO & WHAT IS WHAT:
01. DEALER is the 1st person having an opportunity to bid.
02. OPENING SEAT POSITION is the seat of the opener relative to the dealer.
DEALER is SEAT #1 followed by SEAT #2, followed by SEAT #3, followed by
SEAT #4.
03. RHO is the right hand opponent of a particular player.
LHO is the left hand opponent of a particular player.
04. OPENER is the 1st person to actually bid without "passing". Unless
opening a weak hand preemptively at the 2 or 3 level or light in
3rd seat at the 1-level, opener should normally have 13 or more
points. However, exceptions can be made if holding length in both
majors or holding a 3-suited hand.
04. BID POSITION is the bidding position relative to the opener.
The first person to bid is the OPENER. That makes his partner the
RESPONDER & the opponent's the CONTENDERS. Do not call yourself an
"opener" if you are not the very first player to make a non-passed
bid. You may have an "opening hand", but the rules for bidding are
entirely different.
05. RESPONDER is the partner of the opener.
06. RESPONSE is the responder's 1st bid to opener.
07. CONTENDER is the 1st opponent of the opener/responder to bid. Aka.
The OVERCALLER or DOUBLER. The CONTENDER is not the OPENER.
There are a different set of bidding rules for the CONTENDING PAIR
as opposed to the OPENING PAIR.
08. ADVANCER or RESPONDENT is the partner of the contender.
Although the RESPONDENT is said to "respond" to the CONTENDER'S
OVERCALL or "DOUBLES", he is not to be considered the "RESPONDER".
09. POINT COUNT BRACKET (or POINT RANGE/LIMIT).
A BRACKETED BID DESIGNATES A VERY SPECIFIC POINT RANGE.
UP TO & INCLUDING 24 POINTS, THE BRACKETS ARE IN 3 POINT INCREMENTS.
IT TAKES A COMBINED 25 POINTS OR MORE TO BID & MAKE GAME.
FROM 25 POINTS TO 40 POINTS, THE BRACKETS ARE IN 4 POINT INCREMENTS.
IT TAKES 33 POINTS TO BID AND MAKE 6NT.
IT TAKES 37 POINTS TO BID AND MAKE 7NT.
10. BID CONSTRUCT is the syntax structure of a bid. It has two parts:
a. BID LEVEL is the first part of the bid construct indicating how many
tricks plus the 6-trick book the bidder declares he will take.
A "LEVEL-1" bid will mean a bid in which the bidder declares that he
will take book plus 1 trick.
A "LEVEL-2" bid means he claims he will take 2 tricks over book, a
"LEVEL-n" bid means n tricks, etc.
b. BID SUIT is the second part of the construct indicating which suit
(if any) will be trump.
11. FINAL CONTRACT. This is the last bid made before all players "pass". It may be a:
a. PARTIAL CONTRACT which is less than a GAME CONTRACT.
b. GAME CONTRACT which is any bid in:
1] NO-TRUMP at or above the 3-level.
2] A MAJOR SUIT at or above the 4-level.
3} A MINOR SUIT at or above the 5-level.
c. SLAM CONTRACT which is any bid at or above the 6-level.
12. TARGETED CONTRACT. The CAPTAIN will be the partner who "targets" a final contract. The
1st mate will always be wanting to "pass".
13. The CAPTAIN.
THE CAPTAIN is the partner of the one who first defines/limits his
hand point count to within 3 points. Only the captain can ask for aces.
Think of it this way. The FIRST MATE is the 1st partner to limit their hands
point count bracket to within 3 points. The CAPTAIN is not the 1st mate & directs

the bidding to the final contract.
Immediate openings in 1NT or 2NT make the responder the captain.
The opener is the captain after opening in a suit at the 1-level &
if the responder bids No-Trump or raises opener's suit bid.
After an opening in a suit at the 1-level, if responder bids a new suit
without jumping, then he will become captain, because opener will limit his
hand on his 2nd bid.
Of course there are situations where it is difficult to identify the captain,
such as a 2C opening. In these situations, the captainship must be negotiated.
14. CONTROLS, aka. "FEATURES", "STOPPERS".
a. A CONTROL is an ACE OR A KING, a PRIMARY HONOR.
b. A SECONDARY HONOR is less than a king.
PROTECTED CONTROL.
This is a control that has at least 2 other cards in the suit.
=========================================================================
GENERAL TYPES OF BIDS:
15. BRACKETED/LIMITED BIDS.
A "LIMITED BID" defines the player's point
A LIMITED BID may be an IMMEDIATE BID such
4-CARD-LIMIT RAISE.
Or a LIMITED BID may be a DELAYED BID such
LIMITED BIDS are never forcing, BUT MAY BE

count bracket or point range.
as opener's 1NT bid or the responder's
as responder's 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE.
INVITING.

16. INVITATIONAL BIDS.
These bids are not forcing, BUT BECAUSE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF THE COMBINED HANDS
HAVING ENOUGH POINTS FOR GAME, THEY ARE MADE JUST BELOW THE GAME LEVEL TO INVITE
PARTNER TO BID GAME IF PARTNER HAS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS WITHIN HIS
POINT COUNT BRACKET.
17. FORCING BID.
This means that the partner is absolutely required to bid again unless
the partner's RHO interjects. Most forcing bids are for just one round
of bidding, but others are forcing to game or even higher.
Forcing bids include:
CUE BIDS, CONTENDER TAKE-OUT DOUBLES, RESPONDER NEGATIVE DOUBLES,
UNPASSED RESPONDER NEW SUIT, RESPONDER JACOBY TRANSFERS, RESPONDER
STAYMAN ASKING, CAPTAIN ACE ASKING, OPENER 2C OPENINGS, RESPONDER
2NT RESPONSES TO PREEMPTIVE OPENINGS, RESPONDER JUMP REBIDS in his own suit,
OPENER SUPPORT DOUBLES, TYPICALLY ANY "DOUBLE" BELOW GAME.
There may be more, but these are the most common.
IT IS MOST IMPORTANT THAT THE PLAYER KNOW WHEN BIDS ARE FORCING & WHEN THEY
ARE NOT FORCING. Many players (both novice and experienced) can get the bidding
completely screwed up when they do not really know what should be forcing & what
should not be forcing. Of particular note is what is considered to be THE CLOSE-OUT
BID. How many times have you heard a player complain to his partner "Well I gave
you a close out bid. You should have passed". Or "I'm not giving you another bid,
because I already told you what I had". This can be pure B/S! More often than not
the player has NO CLUE of what his partner really has. Of course,3NT is an invite
to "pass". But the fact is, THE ONLY CLOSE-OUT BID IS 7NT.
18. FORCED vs. VOLUNTARY BIDS. The FREE BID.
A FORCED BID occurs when the partner has imposed a FORCING BID upon his partner
and there has been no intervention by the opponent. The partner is absolutely
required to bid.
But if there has been an intervening bid by the opponent, then the forced partner
is off-the-hook. And if he still bids, then his bid is a VOLUNTARY BID & called
a "FREE BID" which is indicative of having some values either in points or shape.
Acknowledgement of the FREE BID is most important, BECAUSE IT SAYS "PARTNER, I
DON'T REALLY CARE IF YOU HAVE ANOTHER BID, THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT".
19. SUIT BIDS & SHIFTS.
1] A SUIT BID is a bid made in a suit that proposes that suit be trump in
the final contract. It's less likely to define a specific 3-point range.
2] SUIT SHIFTS.

A SUIT SHIFT is a bid in a new suit that has not been previously
mentioned. Obviously there can be no more than 3 suit shifts if the
opening bid was in a suit.
Suit shifts are important, because they enable responder to force
opener to bid without having to jump.
3] NEW SUIT FORCING is used by responder. Takes the place of jumps to force
opener to bid again.
4] FOURTH SUIT FORCING, when bid by either partner of the opening pair,
it is forcing upon the other partner. It might be used to show or request a
stopper in that suit, for the purposes of targeting a no-trump contract, but
this is not a hard fact.
20. NO-TRUMP/QUANTITATIVE/LIMITED BID.
A bid in NO-TRUMP tends to be a QUANTITATIVE/LIMITED BID indicating a
specific POINT COUNT BRACKET and not favoring any specific suit to be trump.
It is normally not forcing.
However, there are specific instances where a bid of no-trump can be
FORCING or at least INVITATIONAL, depending on situation & partnership
agreement. For example, if playing LEBENSOHL, the responder's bid of 2NT
is a RELAY that forces opener to bid 3C. 4NT may be forcing BLACKWOOD ace
asking as opposed to the QUANTITATIVE INVITE TO 6NT.
21. "ALERT"!
If playing in an ACBL GAME, an "ALERT" is required to be made by the
partner of the maker of a bid if there is an agreement between partners
that contradicts the STANDARD BIDDING SYSTEM RECOGNIZED BY THE ACBL. Once
an "ALERT" is given, no other explanation should be offered unless the
opponents ask.
But if playing in a non-competitive, non-ACBL game, it is better that the
novice player be more focused upon the meaning of bids, rather than be
burdened with the task of "alerting". No matter, ultimately the novice
should be held accountable for knowing what is "STANDARD" & what is not.
22. NATURAL, ARTIFICIAL & STANDARD BIDS.
NATURAL BIDS are bids in a suit actually held by the bidder.
ARTIFICIAL BIDS are bids in a suit (or no-trump) not held by the bidder.
STANDARD BIDS are bids recognized by the ACBL that do not require an
"ALERT" from partner.
There are a number of artificial bids which are considered STANDARD.
Examples are:
2C STAYMAN in response to 1NT opening.
JACOBY TRANSFERS in responde to 1NT opening.
UNUSUAL 2NT OVERCALLS.
CUE BIDS in opponent's bid suits.
4NT BLACKWOOD asking for aces.
Most bids in NO-TRUMP are considered to be natural & STANDARD
indicating no specific suit for trump & a specific QUANTITATIVE POINT
COUNT BRACKET. Therefore, they are not "ALERTABLE". However, a
partnership is allowed to modify its bidding language agreement &
create or use a different meaning for a particular no-trump bid, such
as the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY, which is required to be "ALERTED".
It is understandable that the novice player might question the reason for
such "ALERTABLE" bids, & that is a good thing, because there are a number
of such bids that have come about over the years for the purposes of dealing
with specific situations. Some ultimately fit in with the overall bidding
system, but others do not. The reader of this book is gaining the benefit of
the writer's experience in tossing out the needless garbage conventions
that are out there, while preserving those bidding conventions that
serve the overall purpose of arriving at the right contract regardless
of the fits or misfits of hand shapes.
23. IMMEDIATE BID.
This is the first bid a player makes.
It may be an opening bid such as 1NT showing 16-18 points with a BALANCED hand.
It may be a responder's 1st BRACKETED bid of 1NT showing 6-9 points with no
4-card major.
It may be a contender non-jump overcall in a suit showing 10-15 points with
a 5+ card suit.

24. DELAYED BID.
This is where the player's first bid may be forcing & belies his real intent of
subsequently defining his point range & hand shape.
It may be an opening bid of 1C with the intent of bidding 1NT on the 2nd rebid.
It may be a RESPONDER NEGATIVE DOUBLE.
It may be a responder's first bid to be a low-level forcing bid with the intent
of jump to the 3-level in opener's 5-card suit for the purposes of showing 10-12
points WITH 3-CARD SUPPORT (NOT 4-CARD SUPPORT) as opposed to jumping immediately
in opener's suit to show 4+card support, aka, the 3-CARD SUPPORT LIMIT RAISE.
It may be a CONTENDER TAKE-OUT DOUBLE to keep the bidding low for the purposes
of possibly being the pair to win the FINAL CONTRACT.
It may be a RESPONDENT (ADVANCER) RESPONSIVE DOUBLE.
25. CUE BID is a bid in the suit that the opponents have mentioned.
The significance should be to tell partner that the maker has nothing in
the opponent's suit, but that the maker has values in other suits & is forcing
partner to bid.
The cue bid is used in these conventions:
MICHAELS, SHOWING A LIMIT RAISE, DELAYED WESTERN CUE, & TAKE-OUT
DOUBLE RESPONSES.
If used for WESTERN CUE, It must not be the maker's 1st bid to avoid
confusion with a LIMIT RAISE.
26. RELAY BIDS. A relay bid is one which requires partner to make the next bid up. A relay
bid is like a TRANSFER by does not promise anything in the suit reuired to be bid by
partner. In my systems, I USE 3 RELAY BIDS.
a. LEBENSOHL is a 2NT RELAY requiring partner to bid 3C.
b. 2H in response to a STRONG 2C opening requires opener to bid 2S unless opener has game
in his own hand. 2H is a relay to 2S.
c. To transfer the 1NT opener to clubs, I use 2D as a relay to 2H, followed by a 2S
TRANSFER TO 3c. It can be thought of as a ROLLING TRANSFER.
Over a 2NT opening, I use the same logic to transfer opener to 4C.
27. THRESHHOLD CROSS-OVER BIDS.
These are bids that go from one bid level to the next & pass up
an intervening no-trump bid.
28. OBSTRUCTIVE/CONSTRUCTIVE/CORRECTIVE BIDS.
a. An OBSTRUCTIVE BID is usually a false bid in a suit to discourage opponents (ie, a
PSYCHE BID which is illegal) or a bid to make the opponents go to the next level.
b. A CONSTRUCTIVE BID is intended to help partner strive for a final contract.
c. CORRECTIVE BIDS. These are bids to correct to the final contract. The best example is
where the NO-TRUMP opener corrects to the responder's indicated suit when the responder
has last bid no-trump. Example: 1NT -> 2H (transfer) -> 2S -> 2NT -> 4S (CORRECTIVE)
29. TEMPORIZING BIDS.
A temporizing bid is a SEMI-ARTIFICIAL bid designed to keep the bidding low for the
purposes of finding a better suit fit. The most common temporizing bids are responder
2C or 2D, where responder has 10+ points with a 4-card heart suit that he can't bid
at the 2-level over opener's 1S bid.
30. PROTECTED BID.
A bid that is reserved for one of the two partners & not to be made by the other partner.
31. ACE ASKING BIDS. The ACE ASKING bids include:
a. 4NT when targeting a suit slam contract.
b. 4C GERBER when targeting a slam in no-trump.
c. In addition, I have encouraged the use of 4D to be ace asking.The idea is to use which
ever minor you do not like to be used n asking for aces. I call it
REJECTED MINOR ACE ASKING.
REPLIES TO ACE ASKING BIDS.
a. BLACKWOOD RESPONSES are most common. Another way to describe
BLACKWOOD is to call it 40-1-2-3, ie:
5C over 4NT (5C/4NT) = 4 or 0 aces = 40 , 5D over 4NT (5D/4NT) = 1 ace = 1,
5H over 4NT (5H/4NT) = 2 aces = 2, 5S/4NT = 3 aces = 3,
Hence, 40-1-2-3.
b. 30-14-2, aka. "30-14" ie:
4D/4C = 3 or 0,
4H/4C = 1 or 4, 4S/4C = 2 without the queen of presumed trump,
4NT/4C = 2 with the queen.
As shown, the response system can be applied to any form of ace asking. But it should be
noted that 30-14-2 is more efficient. Other Ace Asking Responses include:
c. 14-30. (NOT RECOMMENDED)
d. ROMAN KEY CARD. (NOT RECOMMENDED)
=========================================================================

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PLAYER BIDDING:
32. HAND STRENGTH is measured by the number of high card points contained in
the hand.
A WEAK HAND is consider to have 5 to 11 points.
Weak hands give rise to preemptive weak opening bids OR WEAK JUMP OVERCALLS
at the 2-level or 3-level.
A SUPER WEAK HAND is 4 to 6 points.
A REGULAR OPENING HAND is considered to be from 13 to 15 points.
An INTERMEDIATE OPENING HAND is considered to be 16 to 18 points.
A STRONG HAND is considered to be from 19 points on up to 40 points.
33. HAND SHAPE.
a. PERFECTLY BALANCED (4-4-3-2) 0R (4-3-3-3).
Always opened as NO-TRUMP or 1C MINI-NO-TRUMP.
b. FLAT-5 (5-3-3-2).
Can be treated as perfectly balanced if 5-card suit is a minor.
c. LOP-SIDELY BALANCED (6-3-2-2).
No singletons or voids.
d. 3-SUITED (4-4-4-1) OR (5-4-4-0).
There is a 75% chance of finding a fit with partner.
e. 2-SUITED (5-5-2-1).
The higher ranking suit will always be bid first regardless of lower
ranking suit being longer.
f. COMPANION SUITED (5-4-2-2).
1] INVERTED is where longer suit is higher in rank than the 4-card suit.
The higher ranking longer suit is always bid first.
2] NON INVERTED is where longer suit is lower in rank than the 4-card suit.
Where the lower ranking longer suit is bid first, care must be taken
in bidding the 4-card suit at the next bid level, requiring more points
than usual.
g. 1-SUITED (6-2-2-3).
h. PERFECTLY UNBALANCED.
Any of the last 5 with a singleton or void.
34. FIT OR MISFIT WITH PARTNER.
a. FIT. You and partner have at least 8 cards in the same suit.
b. MISFIT. You and partner have no suit(s) in common.
35. ADEQUATE SUPPORT refers to the number of cards one partner must have
to give a raise of the other partner's bid suit. It typically requires
assurance of an 8-card trump suit, but not always.
To an opening that promises 5+ cards, responder must have 3+ cards in the
suit to qualify as adequate support. In responding to a suit opening that
does not promise 5+ cards in the suit, a minimum of 6+ cards should be
required, although if the opener is forced to bid, then a minimum of
4+ cards should be required.
If opener immediately raises responders bid of a suit at the 1-level,
he must have at least 4-card support.
If responder raises the opener's 2 bid of a new suit, he must have at
least 4-card support unless opener's 2nd bid promises a 5-card suit.
36. To JUMP or NOT TO JUMP.

JUMP vs. SIMPLE BIDS.

JUMP BIDS are voluntary bids that skip over the next bid level, passing up

the last suit bid. With the exclusion of jump openings, jump bids are
usually indicative of a stronger than normal hand in point count.
SIMPLE BIDS are non-jump bids that may be voluntary or forced.
37. SIMPLE RAISES, JUMP RAISES, SIMPLE REBIDS, JUMP REBIDS, SIMPLE SHIFTS, JUMP SHIFTS &
REVERSES.
These are 2nd bids are used to describe the bidder's point range &
hand shape.
a. SIMPLE RAISE is when a partner bids the other partner's suit without
jumping a level.
For opener, it means 13-15 points.
For responder, it means 6-9 points.
b. JUMP RAISE/LIMIT RAISE is when one partner bids the other partner's
suit & jumps a level.
For opener, it means he has 16-18 points.
For responder, it means he has 10-12 points.
c. SIMPLE REBID is when one partner rebids the same suit he first bid
without jumping on the 2nd round.
For opener, it means he has 13-15 points & 1 more card in the suit
than previously indicated.
For responder, it means he has 10-12 points & a 5+card suit.
d. JUMP REBID is when one partner jumps on his 2nd bid into the same
suit he first bid.
A jump rebid by opener shows 16-18 points & 1 more card in the suit
than previously indicated.
A jump rebid by responder (not a jump raise) shows opening hand & is
forcing to game.
e. SIMPLE DOWN-SHIFT is when a partner's 2nd bid is in an unbid suit
lesser in rank than his 1st bid.
For opener, it means he has 13-15 points.
For responder, it means he is forcing.
f. JUMP DOWN-SHIFT is when a partner's 2nd bid is a jump into a new lower
ranking unbid suit. For opener, it shows 16-18 points with probably fewer
cards than the opening suit. For responder, it is unnecessary.
g. SIMPLE UP-SHIFT (REVERSE) is when a partner bids an unbid
suit higher in rank than his 1st bid & without jumping.
It may indicate a stronger than normal hand when there is the
possibility of a lower bid in no-trump.
For responder, it means he is forcing.
h. JUMP UP-SHIFT (REVERSE) is when a partner jumps
into a new suit higher in rank than his 1st. It is a double whammy.
It definitely indicates a stronger hand.
i. PUDDING RAISE is when responder bids an IMMEDIATE 3NT over opener's
bid of a major suit. It shows 15-15 points with 3-card support.
j. GAME RAISE is when responder immediately bids opener's suit at the game level.
38. REBID is a player's 2nd bid in his original suit.
REPLY is a players answer to partner's bid.
A CONTINUATION BID is a player's bid subsequent to his first bid.
39. FORWARD vs. REVERSE BIDS.
A "FORWARD BID" is a player's 2nd bid that goes to the next bid
level & is either a rebid of his 1st suit or a bid of a new lower
ranking suit. It is a "DOWNSHIFT", indicating that the hand shape
is "INVERTED" where the 1st suit is longer than or equal to the
2nd suit. Since it goes to a lower ranking suit, it obviously goes
to the next level & passes up the no-trump threshhold.
A "REVERSE BID" is a player's 2nd bid that goes to the next bid
level & shows a new suit higher in rank than his original suit.
It implies a stronger hand of 16-18 points, except when partner
has given a forcing bid. It is an "UPSHIFT", indicating that the
hand shape is "NON-INVERTED". This type of bid is a voluntary
next level bid that passes up the no-trump threshhold.

It should be noted that an initial club will always necessitate an
UP-SHIFT in case of suit change, but an initial spade bid will always
necessitate a DOWN-SHIFT. Fo this reason, the spade suit is called
the "BOSS SUIT".
=========================================================================
SPECIFIC TYPES OF BIDS:
40. OPENER BIDS.
a. WEAK PREEMPTIVE OPENING is an opener's first bid that is a jump
in a suit & for the purpose of jamming the contenders' bidding.
The opener should have 5-11 points with at least a 6-card suit.
After the opener has made this bid, he will not bid again unless
forced by his partner.
b. STUBBY CLUB OPENING is a partnership agreement that allows an opening
of 1C with as few as two clubs.
It arises as a result of a partnership requiring that a 1D opening promises a
4+ card diamond suit.
Because it is possible for an opening hand to have 4 spades, 4 hearts, 3
diamonds & 2 clubs, the hand cannot be opened in a
major or diamonds. The only opening bid left is 1C.
c. The 5-CARD MAJOR OPENING convention.
This has become the most widely used convention in opening in a major suit
the 1-level. Some people still open with a 4-card major, but this is
highly discouraged.
d. MINI ROMAN is an opener's first bid of 2D (replacing the WEAK 2D
opening) that describes a strong 3-suited hand.
e. SUPPORT DOUBLE is made by the opener to show 3-card support for
responder's 1st bid suit.
f. CUE BID.
1] WESTERN CUE is used to ask partner to bid NO-TRUMP if he has a stopper.
41. CONTENTION BIDS
The most used contender bid conventions include:
a. WEAK JUMP OVERCALL is a contender's first bid that is a jump & for the
purpose of jamming the opener/responder bidding. The contender should have
5-11 points with at least a 6-card suit.
After the contender has made this bid, he will not bid again unless forced
by his partner.
b. SIMPLE OVERCALL is a bid (not a "double")
Promises 10-15 points.

made by the contender.

c. TAKE-OUT DOUBLE is made by the contender & forces respondent
to bid if intervening opponent does not bid.
It basically tells the contender's partner that he has either 13-15 points
with a flat hand or 16+ points or more.
If the contender gives a
2nd "double" at less than the game level, then respondent should consider
it forcing in the absence of any opponent bid.
The respondent's reply to a take-out-double is based on point count. With
0-9 points, he will bid his longest suit without jumping.
With 10 + points, he will bid the opponent's suit if he has no 5-card suit,
otherwise he will jump in his 5+ card suit.
d. CUE BID.
1] MICHAELS is the contender's CUE BID in the opponent's suit to show 2-suited
in the highest ranking unbid suits.
2] WESTERN CUE is used to ask partner to bid NO-TRUMP if he has a stopper.
e. UNUSUAL NO-TRUMP is a contender's bid of 2NT to show a 2-suited hand in
the minors or the lowest ranking unbid suits, depending upon partner.

f. 2-SUITED bids over 1NT opening.
1] HAMILTON.
2C = 1 long suit.
2D = 2-suited in the majors.
2H = hearts & a minor.
2S = spades & a minor.
2NT = both minors.
2] DONT. DISTURB OPPONENTS NO-TRUMP.
2 of anything except 2S promise 5+ cards in the suit PLUS
a higher ranking 5+ card suit.
3] Many others.
42. RESPONDER BIDS.
The following describes specific responder hand shapes & the related bidding
conventions.
a. RESPONSES TO OPENING IN NO-TRUMP.
1] STAYMAN is a bid in clubs 2C/1NT or 3C/2NT) asking opener for a 4-card
major. Responder must have a 4-card major with enough points to invite
to game.
STAYMAN takes priority over TRANSFERS.
2] JACOBY TRANSFERS are responses to an opening in no-trump.
A TRANSFER is the bid in the suit directly beneath the suit desired that the
opener is required to bid.
3] The SMOLEN HAND.
This is where responder
ie, COMPANION SUITED in
CONVENTION when the 1NT
BID. This convention is

has one 4-card major & another 5+ card major,
the majors. It gives rise to the SMOLEN
opener responds 2D to responder's STAYMAN 2C
not recommended.

b. IMMEDIATE WEAK JUMP SHIFT. Shows responder with 6+ card suit & 4-6 points.
Tells opener to "pass".
c. A SIMPLE RAISE.
This is where responder has 6-9 points with only 3-card support
for a major. It allows responder to bid 2H over opener's 1H or 2S over
opener's 1S. In responding to a minor suit opening, it general depicts
the same point count with ADEQUATE SUPPORT. But id playing INVERTED
MINOR RAISES, then it promises 10+ points with only 4-card support & is
forcing 1 round.
d. 3-CARD DELAYED LIMIT RAISE.
This is where responder has only 3-card support for opener's major
suit with 10-12 points. It is typically a DELAYED RAISE.
e. 4-CARD IMMEDIATE LIMIT RAISE.
This is where responder has 4+ card support for opener's major suit
with 10-12 points. It is best bid as a 3C IMMEDIATE REVERSE BERGEN RAISE.
REVERSE BERGEN 4+ CARD RAISES reverse the point count ranges between
3C & 3D. This provides lower bidding in identifying min-splinters.
REVERSE BERGEN RAISES ARE THE BEST immediate responses in support of
partner's opening in a major, because they can be well integrated into
a system of MINI-SPLINTER, FULL-SPLINTER, GAME-RAISES, & other bids
without losing too much in the way of what would otherwise be risky
preemptive bids of 3C or 3D. (It should be noted that the immediate
LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY serves as a perfect replacement for the 3C & 3D
preemptive responses.)
At the same time, Bergen offers the weak responder a bid in opener's suit
at the 3-level as a preempt. Although the original Bergen system required
4-card support, the 3C & 3D bids can apply to to 3-card UNBALANCED support
as well. The only culprit in the stew is the 3-card support balanced hand.
With 7-9 points, a SIMPLE RAISE works. With 10-12 points, a bid of 2C
followed by a 3-level bid of opener's suit works. With a balanced 3-card
support & 13-15 points, responder can bid an immediate 3NT.
BECAUSE THE BERGEN BIDS ARE AT THE 3-LEVEL, THEY CAN WITHSTAND THE
BARRAGE OF INTERVENING BIDS that opponent's might offer, providing much

needed clarity, including a replacement for JORDAN, CUE BID
LIMIT RAISES, & GAME-RAISE PREEMPTS.
f. MINI-SPLINTER hand is basically a 4-CARD LIMIT RAISE having a singleton
or void in another suit. Reverse Bergen allows the opener to bid 3D as
a bid asking responder to name his short suit.
g. 3-LEVEL IMMEDIATE PREEMPTIVE RAISE.
This is where responder has 4+ card support, but only 4-6 points that
includes an honor.
h. FULL-SPLINTER RAISE.
This is where responder has 4+card support with 13-15 points & a
singleton or void, making a slam bid conceivable.
The SPLINTER BID is an immediate responder's bid that jumps 3-levels
in the responder's singleton or void.
Additionally, it says responder has 4+ card support in opener's suit
with 13-15 points.
Its purpose is to explore a possible slam contract with less than 33 points.
i. IMMEDIATE GAME RAISE.
This is the same shape & points as a full splinter raise, only there
is no singleton or void. Many experienced players will bid the STUPID
JACOBY 2NT CONVENTION with this hand. VERY DUMB. And many will consider
the GAME RAISE a CLOSE-OUT. NEGATIVE!. It is up to opener to "pass"
or go on.
j. INVERTED MINOR RAISE is a non-standard response to an opening bid
of 1C or 1D that "inverts" or "reverses' the meaning of a simple raise &
a jump raise in the minor suits, ie, it switches the point count ranges.
Therefore, 2C over 1c is 10+ points & forcing. But 3C over 1C is 6-9 points
with 6+ card support & non-forcing.
2D over 1D is 10+ points & forcing. But 3D over 1D is 6-9 points & non-forcing.
However, IF 1D PROMISES 5+ CARDS, THEN THE RESPONSES TO 1D CAN EMPLOY A 3C
BERGEN-LIKE RESPONSE TO SHOW 4+CARD SUPPORT WITH 10-12 POINTS, MEANING 2D OVER
1D MIGHT JUST BE A 6-9 POINT SIMPLE RAISE. IN THIS CASE, LEBENSOHL CAN
BE USED TO SHOW 4+ CARD SUPPORT WITH 6-9 POINTS. FOR THE PURPOSES OF FORCING
OPENER WITH MORE THAN 10-12 POINTS, A 2C FORCING RESPONSE (IN COMPLIABCE
WITH RESPONDER NEW SUIT FORCING) WOULD DO.
k. NEW SUIT FORCING is responder's bid in a new suit that is
forcing opener to bid again. When the suit of this 2nd bid is in a lower
ranking suit, it tends to show the 1st bid suit to be 5+ cards in length.
l. DRURY is an artificial 2C responder bid to his opening partner in 3rd seat.
Because the opener may be weaker than normal opening, the 2C bid shows
responder with 10-11 points & support. Opener is then free to place the bid.
For the novice player, I recommend against opening 3rd hand light.
m. NEGATIVE DOUBLE is made by the responder on his 1st bid to counteract
the opponent's intervening bid. DEPENDING ON THE LEVEL TO WHICH OPPONENT'S
OVERCALL WENT & THE NATURE OF THE OVERCALL, THE RESPONDER'S NEGATIVE DOUBLE
CAN HAVE DIFFERENT MEANINGS.
1] 1-LEVEL NEGATIVE DOUBLES.
It typically means the responder would have bid an unbid 4-card suit at
the 1-level had the opponent not intervened.
It is useful for telling opener that responder probably has a 4-card major
as opposed to a 5+ card major which he would otherwise bid at the 1-level
over the intervention. It requires 6+ points.
2] 2-LEVEL NEGATIVE DOUBLES.
If partner opened 1NT, then responder would have as few as 7 points & would
have responded 2C STAYMAN. Otherwise, if partner opened in a suit at the
1-level & since the overcall took it to the 2-level, responder must have
10+ points & the other unbid suits. In this latter case, the folowing
should be observed.
a] If the intervention was a SIMPLE OVERCALL:
[1 If both majors have been bid, then it shows a preponderance of
holdings in the minors.
[2 If there is a major that remains unbid, then it tends to show
exactly a 4-card holding in that unbid major, where if responder
had 5+ cards in that major he would bid it. However, due to the
possible responder desire to target a 2NT response with 10-12 points,
he may have only 3 cards in that unbid major with stoppers in that suit
& opponent's suit. In opener's reply to the negative double, if he has

4-cards in that unbid major, then he will bid it, after which responder
will correct to 2NT if that was his original intention.
On the other hand, if responder has 10+ points & nothing in the unbid
major & no stopper in opponent's suit, then he would not want to
indicate an interest in a no-trump contract any way, so he would not
give a negative double. More than likely he would have a single
long minor with 10+ points which he could bid at the 3-level.
b] If the intervention was a CUE BID in partner's suit, then depending upon
the contender's meaning, responder's negative double might be construed
to be support for partner's suit especially if the CUE BID indicates
two of the other unbid suits. But more likely, it would be to show length
in the other remaining unindicated suit.
3] 3-LEVEL NEGATIVE DOUBLES.
This situation arises when the opponent either bids UNUSUAL 2NT or a single
long weak suit as a preempt. It is by far the most difficult to counter,
because it makes invitational bidding almost impossible.
a] when the opponent has a 7+ card spade suit & chooses to bid it at the 3-level,
there is no question that responder should have at least a good 12 points or
good support for partner to consider bidding. Over 3-spades, he has 3 choices:
[1 Give a negative double to say he has a good 12 points, no stopper in spades,
& no good support for partner. As before, the negative double does tend to
show 4-cards in the unbid major. But at this level it could be 5+ cards.
[2 Bid 3NT to say he has a good 12 points, a stopper in spades, & no good
support for opener.
[3 Bid partner's suit at the 4-level with a good 12 points & good support
for partner.
b] when the opponent has a 7+ card heart suit & chooses to bid it at the 3-level,
there is a little more breathing room, but not much. In this case, the
negative double might be construed to be the same as a 2-level negative double.
c] When the opponent has jumped to 3C or 3D, there is even more bidding room,
but the bid is still very obstructive. Again, the 2-level negative double
guideline can be observed.
d] When the opponent has given an UNUSUAL 2NT, responder must ascertain if
the bid indicates both minors or the 2-lowest unbid. In this case, the
negative double would show a preference for the suit not indicated by
the opponent's bid.
n. LEBENSOHL. Responder's immediate bid of 2NT forces opener to bid 3C.
This is done because responder has a long minor suit with no 4-card
support & 7-9 points.
o. CUE BID.
1] Used to show a LIMIT RAISE.
2] WESTERN CUE is used to ask partner to bid NO-TRUMP if he has a stopper.
43. ADVANCER/RESPONDENT BIDS.
The most common respondent bid conventions are:
a. The respondent's reply to a take-out-double is based on point count. With
0-9 points, he will bid his longest suit without jumping.
With 10 + points, he will bid the opponent's suit if he has no 5-card suit,
otherwise he will jump in his 5+ card suit.
b. RESPONSIVE DOUBLE.
Advancer/Respondent has an unbid 4-card major with some points.
c. CUE BID.
1] Used to show 10+ points with no 5-card suit in responding to
TAKE-OUT DOUBLE.
2] WESTERN CUE is used to ask partner to bid NO-TRUMP if he has a stopper.
50. ADDENDUM TO GLOSSARY.
90. SPECIFIC CONVENTIONS TO REJECT.
2 OVER 1 RESPONSES, JACOBY 2NT RESPONSES, PUPPET STAYMAN, ROMAN KEY CARD, 14-30, NEW MINOR
FORCING INDICATING A 5-CARD SUIT, 15-17 POINT 1NT OPENINGS & 20-21 POINT 2NT OPENINGS,

(Use 16-18 & 19-21 points, ie, NO SLIVER BIDS with 18-19 points), JORDAN responses.
91. COMPARISON OF 2 OVER 1 TO BASIC BIDDING.
At this point, I find it necessary describe the differences between
"basic" response bidding and what is known as "2 Over 1" responses.
The 2 OVER 1 RESPONSE SYSTEM is an "add-on" to the BASIC BIDDING
SYSTEM & created for the purpose of alleged simplification
in arriving at game level contracts. But the truth is that it has
added to the confusion and misunderstanding of the basic bidding
system by creating a specialized circumstance, offering shortcuts
in responding to a major suit opening in first or second seat at
the expense of clarity within the basic bidding system with respect
to bracketed bidding in the 6 to 12 point range.
To be more specific, the BASIC BIDDING system breaks up the 6 to 12
point range into a 7 (or 6) to 9 point bracket and a 10-12 point
bracket. The basic bidding system designates the 1NT response to
indicate a 6-9 point holding & is NOT forcing. With 10+ points,
regardless of an upper 12 point limit, the basic bidding system
says that any new suit introduced at the 2+ level by responder
is FORCING 1 ROUND ONLY, NOT GAME FORCING.
Therefore, a bid of 2C, 2D or 2H over 1S is not game forcing
(as in 2 oVER 1), but is simply forcing 1 round. An additional
requirement of the 2H over 1S response is that 2H promises at
least a 5-card heart suit. The advantage of all this is that
GAME INITATIONAL BIDDING IS HIGHLY ENCOURAGED & NOT SHOVED
TO THE BACK OF THE BUS IN FAVOR OF A MORE IMMEDIATE
GRATIFICATION THAT TENDS TO BE AN ALL OR NOTHING PROPOSITION.
On the other hand, the 2 OVER 1 system lumps the 6-12 point range
into one big nebulous pot, making it far more dufficult to narrow
down responder's limited point range. The 1NT response becomes
forcing 1 round in place of the new suit forcing principle.
Responder does not give any indication of his shape or suit
holding until his 2nd bid. Furthermore, it can most often put
opener in the position of bidding a suit he really does not have.
IN OTHER WORDS, THE ENTIRE SYSTEM BASES EVERYTHING UPON RESPONDER'S
POINT COUNT WHILE NEGLECTING THE CONVEYANCE OF RESPONDER'S SHAPE.
OH YES, THERE ARE ARGUMENTS ON HOW TO GET AROUND THE SYSTEM'S
DEFICIENCIES, BUT THEY ALL RESULT IN A CONVOLUTION OF THE
BASIC BIDDING SYSTEM.
It should be obvious that I discourage 2/1 bidding.
I will not include it in any further discourse.
92. THE IMMEDIATE 2NT RESPONSE. JACOBY 2NT VS THE LEBENSOHL RELAY.
JACOBY 2NT.
There is another responder hand which I need to mention,
although I refuse to use it. It is called the JACOBY 2NT RAISE
and should depict a 16+ point hand, with 4+ card support & no
singletons or voids. It is an IMMEDIATE 2NT response for an
opening in a major at the 1-level. Although the unbracketed point
range should be 16+ points, there are many who use it improperly to
show a lesser bracketed point range of 13-15 points. In so doing,
they improperly assume captainship of the bidding with a hand likely
to be weaker than the opener's hand. My advise to you is to simply
give an immediate game raise at the 4-level when you have 13-15
points with 4+ card support & no short suits.
LEBENSOHL PREEMPTIVE 2NT RELAY.
There is a better use for the Immediate 2NT response, & that is
the LEBENSOHL 2NT RELAY. It is most useful in those situations
where you would want to bid 1NT, but because you have a 6+ card
minor, you want to jump to the 3-level as a preemptive weak jump
shift. But BERGEN prohibits that ability. Therefore, your
immediate 2NT forces opener to bid 3C to which you can "pass"
or bid 3D.
In addition, LEBENSOHL is useful in competition to distinguish
between a DELAYED 3-CARD LIMIT RAISE & an IMMEDIATE 4_CARD BERGEN
RAISE.

